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Sammendrag (Norwegian abstract) 
Helicobacter pylori er en Gram-negativ bakterie som koloniserer ventrikkelslimhinnen hos 

mennesker. Dette er et utfordrende habitat hvor bakterien må både unngå vårt immunforsvar og 

tilpasse seg et surt miljø. Bakterien benytter et ustabilt genom med bl.a. fasevariable gener for 

å tilpasse seg endringer i miljøet. Et slikt fasevariabelt gen er pldA genet som koder for et aktivt 

eller trunkert fosfolipase A (OMPLA) i denne bakterien. OMPLA er et enzym man finner i 

yttermembranen hos Gram-negative bakterier, hvor den konverterer fosfolipider til 

lysofosfolipider. OMPLA blir vanligvis kun aktivert ved ekstrem stress ved nøytral pH. H. 

pylori med en aktiv OMPLA uttrykker i større grad virulensfaktorer sammenlignet med de som 

har et inaktivt protein, og er dermed assosiert med en økt risiko for sykdom. H. pylori må ha en 

intakt OMPLA for å kunne overleve surt miljø, uten at enzymet aktiveres. 

Målet med denne oppgaven har vært å studere pldA genet med et fokus på nisje-adapsjon. 

Bioinformatiske verktøy ble benyttet til å studere hvordan aktiv OMPLA hjelper bakterien å 

overleve i surt miljø. Yttermembranproteiner hos Gram-negative bakterier har blitt analysert 

med fokus på nisjetilpasninger. Selv om bakterielle yttermembranporteiner innehar en rekke 

ulike funksjoner, er selve proteinstrukturen godt bevart. Den svært stabile β-barrel-

konformasjonen er felles og nødvendig for at bakteriene skal overleve ekstreme miljøer. 

Kunnskapene vi fikk fra disse analysene ble benyttet til å utvikle OMPLA-modellen. 

Modelleringer av OMPLA-strukturen indikerer at OMPLA, i tillegg til å være et enzym, også 

kan fungere som en pore.  

Studiene tyder på at OMPLA kan være involvert i urea metabolismen, som er en viktig 

overlevelses mekanisme for H. pylori i surt miljø. Cytoplasmisk urease katalyserer reaksjonen 

fra urea til karbondioksid og ammoniakk, men det finnes i dag ingen kjent yttermembran pore 

for hverken urea opptak eller ammonium utskillelse. Vår hypotese er at urea diffunderer inn 

gjennom OMPLA og ammoniakk skilles ut via OMPLA. OMPLA ser ut til å reguleres sammen 

med bl.a. to innermembran-transportere i et felles operon. Vi tror disse transportere også er med 

i urea metabolismen, og det er sannsynlig at de skiller ammonium (NH3/NH4+) ut i periplasma. 

OMPLA og disse to innermembran proteinene ser ut til å ligge i samme operon hos alle 

gastriske Helicobacter. Analysene tyder på at H. pylori OMPLA er et nisje-tilpasset protein 

som er med på å nøytralisere det sure miljøet i magesekken. 
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Preface 
Evolution can be defined as the changes in a population over time, and evolutionary biology is 

a broad field of science that include studying how host-microbe interactions occur and affect 

population diversity [1, 2]. Bacteria and viruses are constantly evolving and adapting to their 

hosts, and tools that analyze these evolutionary processes can be powerful in combating 

microbial diseases. 

Charles Darwin (1809-1882), depicted in Preface Figure 1, was a British naturalist and 

geologist. His work on evolution has affected many scientific fields [3, 4]. Darwin presented a 

controversial theory in his book entitled “On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural 

Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life” in the mid-19th 

century that has been debated ever since [5]. He is one of the founding fathers of modern 

biology and his theory explains the complexity of life on earth. His evolutionary theory used 

natural selection to explain both adaptation and speciation (where new species arises from 

already existing species). The evolutionary biologist and geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky 

(1900–1975) continued Darwin’s work and wrote an essay entitled “Nothing in biology makes 

sense except in the light of evolution”, where he describes how evolution gives meaning to our 

world [1, 6]. 

 

Preface Figure 1: Charles Darwin. This is a photography of Charles Darwin (1809-1882) taken in 1868 by 

Julia Margaret Cameron. 
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In this thesis, evolutionary algorithms and bioinformatic tools are used to study the evolution 

of bacterial proteins, see Preface Figure 2. These tools are used to shed light on how the ulcer-

causing bacterium Helicobacter pylori can survive the harsh conditions found in the human 

stomach. H. pylori is a widely spread persistent bacterium that has co-evolved with humans for 

thousands of years [7]. This bacterium has evolved many mechanisms to evade human immune 

responses, and may colonize people for decades without doing any harm. However, H. pylori 

may suddenly attack the gastric epithelial cells, causing inflammation and eventually ulcer. In 

order to attack, H. pylori must survive the acidic bursts in the gut and swim through the gastric 

mucosa which is a protective gel-layer not suited for most microbial life. 

 

Preface Figure 2: Bacterial protein. This is as an example of a bacterial protein structure, the top-view of a 

trimeric osmoporin (PDB ID: 2J1N), isolated from the outer membrane of Escherichia coli. 

Evolutionary analyzes have been used to study a protein function and identify regions of high 

importance to a protein family. In this thesis, thousands of protein sequences were collected in 

order to study both sequence conservation and variability. Variable residues may indicate 

regions that is continuously changing and adapting to an environment, e.g. host evasion 

mechanism. These might be frequently changing surface-exposed residues that avoid being 

recognized by the host immune system.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1  Helicobacter pylori 

1.1.1 The Helicobacter genus 

The Helicobacter genus consists of a large group of microaerophilic, highly motile, helical rod-

shaped Gram-negative bacteria. There are currently 52 Helicobacter species in the National 

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) taxonomy database [8]. They colonize a wide 

variety of organs and host species [9-14]. The Helicobacter genus can be divided into two 

subgroups based on where the bacteria prefer to colonize. These two groups, gastric (stomach) 

and enterohepatic (liver or intestines), can be separated by morphology and through 

phylogenetic analyzes [12, 15-17].  

1.1.2 Prevalence 

The Australian scientists Barry Marshall and Robin Warren were the first to culture gastric 

Helicobacter pylori from human ventricle in 1982. They suggested that peptic ulcer was an 

infectious disease rather than caused by stress and/or other lifestyle factors. Peptic ulcer is an 

open sore, usually found in the stomach lining or duodenum. Marshall and Warren received the 

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2005 for their discovery of the bacterium H. pylori 

and its role in gastritis and peptic ulcer disease [18]. Today, more than half of the world’s 

population is colonized with H. pylori. According to Hooi et al., the African continent has the 

highest H. pylori prevalence, estimated ~70% on average. Country estimates ranged from ~20% 

in Switzerland to ~90% in Nigeria, compared with an H. pylori infection prevalence estimate 

of ~30% in Norway [19].  

Although the life-cycle of H. pylori might not be fully traced, the bacterium is likely transmitted 

through an oral-oral or fecal-oral route [20, 21]. H. pylori has been detected in different 

environments, including oral cavity, feces, and contaminated water [21-23]. It may travel as 

passengers inside yeast or amoebas by forming vacuoles [24, 25]. Among possible sources of 

transmission, Kuipers et al. and Anand et al. reviewed the role of dental plaque, saliva, and 

periodontal disease in H. pylori infections [26, 27].  
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1.1.3 Colonization 

The human gastric mucosa is a protective gel-like layer located in the stomach lining. Bacterial 

motility is difficult in this layer, and acidity makes the gastric mucosa a relatively sterile 

environment. It was long thought that the human stomach was sterile, but emerging research 

indicates that core microbiota can exist in this acidic environment [28]. Phyla detected in the 

human gastric mucosa includes Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes and 

Fusobacteria [29], but the ε-proteobacterium H. pylori is the most prevalent species [30, 31].  

H. pylori has overcome the obstacles found in the human gastric mucosa mainly due to rotating 

flagella and its helical shape, aiding chemotaxis towards better places [32]. When the bacterium 

is closely associated with epithelial cells, it is exposed to a strong respiratory burst and can 

tolerate oxidative stress [33]. H. pylori usually prefers the gastric epithelial surface because it 

has a slightly alkaline or neutral pH compared to the acidic gastric lumen, as shown in Figure 

1. The stomach lumen pH can fall below 2.5 [31].  

The acidic resistance mechanisms found in H. pylori vary from the general survival bacterial 

mechanisms (Acidic Tolerance Response, ATR; and eXtreme Acid Resistance, XAR), 

reviewed by Lund et al. [34]. The two-component ArsRS proteins in H. pylori sense pH changes 

and can trigger the gene expression of more than 100 acid-response genes [35]. H. pylori senses 

host urea through chemotaxis [36], and urea is translocated into the cytoplasm to buffer the 

acidic environment through the urea pathway. This process has been described in several review 

articles, including those by McNulty et al., Krulwich et al., and Sachs et al. [37-39]. The H. 

pylori inner membrane urea channel, UreI, is involved in the transport of urea from periplasm 

to cytoplasm where it is closely associated with urease. This cytoplasmic urease catalyzes the 

urea-reaction by producing carbon dioxide and ammonia, which will maintain the cytoplasmic 

pH neutral. Carbon dioxide diffuses to the periplasm where α-carbonic anhydrase converts CO2 

to bicarbonate and participates in the periplasmic pH buffering at around ~6.1. Ammonia will 

mostly be protonated and will (most likely mainly in its protonated form) diffuse outside. As 

H. pylori acid tolerance mechanism is unraveling, multifunctional proteins crucial for this 

process have been discovered, including urease and UreI [40-42]. Urease may be 

multifunctional and is required for not only neutralizing cytoplasmic pH, but also implicated in 

colonization. However, urease’s role in host colonization has been debated since H. pylori 

strains lacking urease may colonize the stomach of gerbils [43].  
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Figure 1: H. pylori colonization. The gastric mucosa is a gel-like protective barrier between the stomach and 

epithelial cells. H. pylori surpass this harsh environment with regard to both the viscosity and acidity. Ammonium 

is a product from the urease reaction that buffers the acidic environment, resulting in a liquid-state mucosa that 

enables swimming (the light blue region surrounding the bacteria). It targets the neutral site found at the epithelial 

cells through chemotaxis (the blue arrow). H. pylori is capable of chemotaxis towards the host’s urea excretion 

site. This is just an example using an ulcer wound (red) as an illustration.  

1.1.4 Virulence factors and pathogenicity 

H. pylori colonization in the gastric mucosa requires factors associated with or secreted from 

its outer membrane (OM) [44]. Pathogenesis depends upon several factors, and in this thesis, 

virulence factors are defined as molecules associated with disease [31, 41, 45, 46],  

Adhesins are crucial for the initial colonization and infection since they are involved in binding 

to the gastric epithelial cell surface [41]. Among the OM protein (OMP) adhesins implicated in 

colonization and inflammation are sialic acid-binding adhesin (SabA), blood-group-antigen-

binding adhesin (BabA), adherence-associated lipoprotein A and B (AlpA and AlpB), outer 

inflammatory protein A (OipA), and Helicobacter OM protein Q (HopQ) [47]. The protein 

expression profiles of OipA, BabA, and SabA are higher in gastric cancer patients, and has been 

suggested to be us ed as biomarkers for gastric cancer [48]. 
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The cytotoxin-associated gene A product (CagA), vacuolating cytotoxin autotransporter 

(VacA), duodenal ulcer promoter gene A (dupA), and OipA are among the virulence factors of 

most importance to clinical outcome [45, 47, 49-51]. 

 CagA is a toxin injected into host cells via the Type IV secretion system (T4SS) to 

induce an inflammatory response [41]. OMP adhesins previously mentioned enhance 

CagA translocation [47]. The Cag pathogenicity island (cagPAI) operon encodes both 

the virulence protein CagA and the T4SS secretion system that injects CagA into the 

host cell. This island is a 40-kB segment that consists of nearly 30 genes subdivided 

into ~11 operons [52, 53]. 

 VacA is a vacuole-inducing toxin [41]. Internalized VacA leads to swelling, forming 

vacuole-like organelles in the host cell. This multifunctional toxin may initiate 

apoptosis, activate inflammatory response in its host, inhibit T-cells or obstruct cell 

proliferation [41, 54]. VacA is aided by several proteins, and recent research implicates 

γ-glutamyltransferase (GGT) function in enhanced VacA vacuolization [55]. GGT is a 

conserved virulence factor that improve colonization and is associated with higher risk 

for developing peptic ulcer disease [56, 57].  

 The dupA gene has been implicated in higher risk of duodenal ulcer. This gene may 

induce interleukin 8 (IL-8) and secrete urease, but inhibit gastric cancer [58]. The 

biological role of dupA has been debated, but it is believed that dupA is part of a novel 

T4SS transporter complex named Type IV secretion 3A (tfs3a). It is homologue to 

virB4, a T4SS adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) [45], integrated in the genome with 

other virulence genes, and experiments show that it is a membrane-bound ATPase [58].  

 OipA is a phase variable adhesin, and a virulence factor that induces IL-8. OipA initiates 

an OipA-specific pathway that is likely to produce a more sever inflammation in the 

host, and may also interact with CagA [59].  

Another prominent virulence factor is the high temperature requirement A (HtrA). HtrA is a 

conserved protease that cleaves epithelial cadherin (E-cadherin), resulting in bacterial influx 

since the cell-to-cell junctions are opened. Furthermore, E-cadherin is a tumor suppressor 

protein involved in preventing gastric cancer which is interfered by HtrA [60, 61].  
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1.1.5 Disease and treatment 

It is believed that H. pylori is orally transmitted within families, and colonization usually occurs 

in early childhood, causing disease in about 10-15% of the cases [31, 62, 63].  H. pylori 

infection usually causes asymptomatic chronic gastritis, which is a risk factor for developing 

gastric or duodenal ulcers, mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) or gastric 

adenocarcinoma [26]. In some cases, the disease will be diagnosed as gastric cancer [64]. H. 

pylori was classified as a group 1 carcinogen in 1994 by The International Agency for Research 

on Cancer (a World Health Organization (WHO) agency) [65]. Plummer et al. estimated in 

2015 that 6.2% of all cancers worldwide are caused by H. pylori [66].  

Several studies have concluded that H. pylori vaccination would be cost-effective and the 

preferred option for infection management [31, 67-69]. Although H. pylori vaccine 

development started in the early 1990s, no effective vaccines exist. Several successful 

immunization experiments in rodents exist using H. pylori specific antigens like urease, CagA, 

and VacA.  However, these H. pylori-specific vaccines are non-effective or giving a short-lived 

protection in human trials [31]. Salama et al. concluded that a successful human vaccine 

candidate would have to override the host immune response [31]. A phase III clinical trial with 

an oral recombinant H. pylori urease vaccine was successfully completed, and holds promise 

for a prophylactic treatment [70, 71]. In this trial, 70% protection was observed in children and 

the highest efficacy measured in the first year [71, 72].  

H. pylori eradication is likely the best treatment until an effective vaccine is available [73]. 

Several countries recommend a triple therapy (proton-pump inhibitor (PPI), clarithromycin, and 

amoxicillin/metronidazole) for 14 days as a first-line treatment for H. pylori eradication, as 

illustrated in Figure 2 [72]. This triple therapy inhibits protein synthesis (clarithromycin), and 

either inhibits cell growth (amoxicillin) or inhibit nucleic acid synthesis (metronidazole). 

However, depending on previous antibiotic history other first-line therapies are prescribed to 

the patient, including the bismuth quadruple therapy (PPI, bismuth, tetracycline, and 

nitroimidazole), concomitant therapy (combinations of antibiotics used together with PPI) or 

sequential therapy (a 5+5 day treatment with varying antibiotics, e.g. amoxicillin the first five 

days, followed by clarithromycin for five days) [72]. Antibiotic resistance is an increasing 

problem worldwide. H. pylori is now on the WHO priority pathogens list for research and 

development of new antibiotics, especially due to the rise of clarithromycin-resistant strains 

[74].  
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Figure 2: H. pylori triple therapy. This figure illustrates the three therapeutic components that may constitute a 

triple therapy (left-side) and how they work (right-side). Protein Data Bank (PDB) structures (drug IDs: DB01060, 

DB00338 and DB01211) were retrieved from DrugBank [75]. 

1.1.6 Genomic variation 

Bacteria can thrive in a vast variety of environmental niches. They live in a continuously 

changing environment and rapidly adapt to temperature changes, nutrient limitation and the 

exposure to toxic substances. They may endure harsh conditions, e.g. acidic gastric mucosa. 

Genetic mechanisms that yield bacterial diversity enable rapid adaptation. These genetic 

mechanisms include rearrangements on larger and smaller genomic scale, e.g. recombination, 

horizontal gene transformation (HGT), inversion, mutation, insertion and deletion [76].  HGT 

is a common mechanism to obtain resistance and other genes needed for survival in a habitat 

[77]. H. pylori genes and operons are often involved in HGT, including the cagPAI operon [78]. 

Wiedenbeck discussed how HGT can contribute to adaptation in “Origins of bacterial diversity 

through horizontal genetic transfer and adaptation to new ecological niches” [77]. 
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H. pylori is known as a quasispecies due to high genetic variability [79]. DNA variability is 

caused by frequent mutations and natural transformation. Recombination contributes to H. 

pylori adaption and survival [80-82]. H. pylori quickly adapts to changes in the environment, 

and Salama et al. reviewed how this bacterium has evolved different mechanisms to escape the 

host immune system [31]. The wide range of places where H. pylori has been detected, reflects 

an adaptable bacterium that tolerates many obstacles, including respiratory bursts, acidic gastric 

environment, and other host defense mechanisms. H. pylori has, for example, evolved 

specialized DNA-repair systems and gene expression pathways that allow survival in harsh 

conditions, e.g. the acidic gastric mucosa [33, 83].  

Despite the high sequence variation observed in H. pylori, 1237 common core genes were found 

among five H. pylori genomes. The encoding amino acid identities range between 65-100%. 

Among these core genes are housekeeping (HK) genes, essential for H. pylori survival, and the 

genetic variability in these genes remains very low [84]. This conservation is reflected in 

phylogenetic analyzes, where sequence analysis of HK genes has been used to trace human 

migration, indicating co-evolution between H. pylori and its host. Linz et al. traced H. pylori 

infection in humans to before their migration from Africa. This supports clinical data showing 

that ulcer and gastric cancer have occurred for thousands of years [85]. There are a few other 

genes found in the core genomes that show high conservation, e.g. htrA that encodes the HtrA 

protease is likely important for virulence, but is not required for cell maintenance or replication 

[61].  

Phase variation is a mechanism used by the bacteria to control the transcription of a gene. 

Various genetic mechanism could be the source of phase variation, including HGT [76]. 

Through homopolymeric tracts, the bacteria may switch a gene ON or OFF by inserting or 

deleting an extra nucleotide. This will often lead to a missense mutation resulting in a premature 

STOP codon, terminating the transcription process too early [86, 87]. An allele resulting in a 

truncated protein might be dissolved by the bacterial repair system or it will have a 

dysfunctional role in the bacteria [86]. H. pylori contains phase variable OMPs that allow 

quickly adapting to an environment that is continuously changing: SabA, a phase variable 

adhesive OMP [59]; phase variable BabA and BabB OMPs that help escape immunoglobulin 

attacks [81]; and the phase variable OMPLA enzyme [88]. 
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1.2 Bacterial OMPs 

1.2.1 The OM barrier 

Bacterial species can be divided into two main groups, Gram-positive and Gram-negative based 

on their cell wall composition [89]. Gram-negative bacteria have a cell envelope that consists 

of an OM and inner membrane (IM), separated by the periplasm, while Gram-positive bacteria 

lack an OM [90]. Despite vast differences in bacterial envelope structures, similar transport 

mechanisms for ions and nutrients have been identified. Many membrane transport mechanisms 

still remain unclear since only a small fraction of membrane proteins have been solved, and 

many functions and possible moonlighting functions still need to be unraveled [91-93].  

Nikaido described the OM as a barrier that simultaneously expels toxins and allow nutrient 

passage [94]. The OM contains an inner (mainly phospholipids) and an outer leaflet 

(lipopolysaccharides; LPS). LPS belong to a family of glycolipids and the three components 

that constitute the amphipathic LPS layer are lipid A, core oligosaccharide, and O-antigen. This 

LPS layer is critical for survival of all Gram-negative bacteria [92]. There are generally two 

distinct protein classes in the OM; the lipoproteins (lipid molecules) embedded in the inner 

leaflet and transmembrane membrane β-barrel structures (OMPs). OMPs account for roughly 

50% of the OM mass. Lin et al. discussed how proteins located in the OM, which include 

siderophores and efflux pumps, are involved in bacterial adaptation [95].  

1.2.2 OMP structures 

OMPs are found in mitochondria, chloroplasts and Gram-negative bacteria. These proteins in 

Gram-negative bacteria are embedded in the OM with a β-barrel motif. Other motifs are found 

in the OM of both chloroplasts and mitochondria. Gram-positive bacteria and Archaea, on the 

other hand, do not seem to have β-barrel proteins embedded in their membrane. Most of the β-

barrel proteins with known 3D structures are found in the Proteobacteria phylum, but Yen et al. 

showed that β-barrel transporter proteins are also found in non-Proteobacteria species (e.g. 

Deinococcus, Cyanobacteria and Mycobacteria) [96]. The Gram-negative bacteria 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, have evolved membranes lacking general diffusions porins. The 

channels present in the OM are specific, and allows a tighter regulation of molecules passing 

through the membrane, which includes blocking the entrance of toxic substances (e.g. 

antibiotics) [97, 98]. 
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OMPs are predominantly composed of β-strands that are circularly connected to form a barrel 

motif as depicted in Figure 3. This motif is common despite OMPs vast variety of functions. 

The next sections include information derived from β-barrel review articles that discuss OMP 

subfamilies and functions from Bishop et al., Fairman et al., Galdiero et al., Koebnik et al., Lin 

et al., Nikaido, Pages et al., Schulz, Van den Berg, and Wimley [94, 95, 99-105].  

 

Figure 3: OMP structure. OMPs are composed of a transmembrane motif that consists of ß-strands forming a ß-

barrel. These barrels are connected by short turns in the periplasm and longer extracellular loops. The number of 

ß-strands, the length of the ß-strands, and the loop-lengths vary widely among OMPs. Here, the trimeric general 

diffusion porin (GDP) from Escherichia coli (PDB ID: 2J1N, [106] ) is shown as an example. A) The side-view of 

the protein with the barrel embedded in the OM membrane. B) The top-view where the same structure is viewed 

in isolation from the extracellular side, and the pores are visible. Strands are colored red, while loop and turns 

are colored turquoise. Co-factors and water from the pdb file was removed for clarity. 

All bacterial transmembrane ß-barrels include an even number of anti-parallel ß-strands, and 

both the N- and C-terminus are usually found at the periplasmic side. These proteins are 

stabilized through extensive hydrogen bonding network and/or oligomerizations. The strands 

are usually connected with short turns at the periplasmic side and long loops at the extracellular 

side. OMPs are usually amphipathic proteins having a polar core and hydrophobic residues that 

interact with the lipid membrane. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic residues. The alternating hydrophobic/ hydrophilic side chains create a polar core 

with hydrophobic side chains facing the lipid membrane [107-109]. 
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Figure 4: OMP hydrophobicity. The distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues represented by the 

monomeric 12 ß-stranded NanC (PDB ID: 2WJR, [110]). Hydrophobic residues represented by red and 

hydrophilic residues are colored blue. The extracellular loops have been removed for clarity to illustrate the polar 

core in panel A and B. Only the hydrophilic side chains are visualized (red) in panel A and C. Panel B and D 

visualized only the hydrophobic residues (blue). This figure shows most blue hydrophilic residues located in the 

barrel core (for the transport of acidic sugars), while most the hydrophobic residues are facing the lipid 

membrane. 

 
The number of structures solved and deposited in PDB is continuously increasing, although not 

as much as in the late 90s to the early 2000s. These solved structures give us a great deal of 

information, but many questions remain unsolved. Electron Microscopy (EM), Nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray crystallography are methods used to solve protein 

structures. These techniques yield high-resolution 3D coordinates. Some protein families, like 

membrane proteins, are more difficult to solve, because they are difficult to isolate as they are 

embedded in a hydrophobic lipid-layer. Homology modeling techniques exist to help solve 

questions on those proteins that have not yet been answered (9).  

A homology model is created from a protein sequence of an unknown 3D structure, based on a 

known 3D structure template (homologous to the model sequence). The higher the sequence 

similarity is between the template and the model, the better quality the model has, see Figure 5. 

The model is based on the alignment between the template sequence (from a solved protein 

structure) and a model sequence (with known sequence, but unknown structure). The quality of 

a model is therefore dependent on the sequence identity of the model and template, but also on 

the quality of the multiple sequence alignment and the quality of the template. A good alignment 
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can only be created when as many sequences as possible are used. It is important that the final 

alignment is not too diverse, yet not too similar. Usually, this is done by filtering out the high 

and low sequence identity. 

 

Figure 5: Homology modeling graph. This graph shows the optimal sequence between model and template.  
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1.2.3 OMP classes 

OMPs can be classified into six main subfamilies: efflux pumps, enzymes, transporters, ushers, 

virulence factors, and porins. Structures representing each of the six bacterial OMP subfamilies 

are illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6: OMP classification. OMP classification containing representative structures from each subfamily. 
Every structure is shown with a side-view (left) and top-view (right) representation. PDB ID (from left to right and 
from top to bottom): 3D5K, 1QD6, 3GP6, 2X55, 2GR8, 1T16, 2GUF, 4K3B, 3RFZ, 4E1S, 2J1N, 2K0L, 1AF6 and 
2QJR. Depending on the literature, the multifunctional protein OmpA (PDB ID 2K0L) can be found in different 
OMP sub-families [111-114] .  
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Efflux pumps, also known as multidrug resistance (MDR) pumps, comprise a tripartite system 

that spans from the inner membrane to the OM. Efflux pumps are involved in antibiotic 

resistance where bacteria evolve mechanisms to survive harmful drugs [115-117]. Although the 

first identified efflux pump operon was the P. aeruginosa mexAB operon in 1993, yet Protein 

Data Bank (PDB) holds currently only four different OM efflux pump proteins1 [118]. 

Enzymes are mainly involved in maintaining membrane integrity. They provide the first line of 

defense against external attack by host immune system molecules or antibiotics that perturb the 

membrane. Currently, there exist six different OM enzymes with solved 3D-structures [100, 

119]: OM phospholipase A (OMPLA) which is likely involved in membrane disruption 

processes, lipid-A modifying enzymes that may reduce endotoxicity (LpxR, PagP, and PagL), 

and omptins that may inactivate host plasminogen (OmpT and Pla). OM enzymes will be further 

elaborated in section 1.3.2. 

Transporters are a large and diverse class of OMPs that can be further sub-classified into four 

main groups: autotransporters [120], hydrophobic transporters [121, 122], siderophores [111] 

and TpsB transporters [123]. Autotransporters belong to the TpsB subclass of transporters, 

consisting of a variable C-terminal multifunctional passenger domain [124-127]. Both Yen et 

al. and Quin et al. have reviewed the class of autotransporters [96, 128]. Among the 800 

homologue autotransporters identified, is the H. pylori VacA virulence factor [129]. Among 

hydrophobic transporters are FadL and Tsx. These transporters ensure uptake of lipids and 

nucleosides, respectively [122]. Siderophores are iron-uptake transporters. Since iron is a 

micronutrient vital for humans and bacteria, bacteria have adapted different mechanism to 

scavenge human iron, which was reviewed by Sheldon et al. [130].   

Ushers are the largest OMPs with 24-strand β-barrels [131]. They are responsible for the 

assembly of pili and their translocation to the bacterial surface [132]. Pili are adhesive protein 

fibers that mediate attachment to host cells and tissues, for colonization and infection [133].  

Virulence factors, previously defined as molecules involved in disease, are often 

multifunctional OMPs that may be classified in several groups. This is a diverse group that vary 

in size and function. Adhesion factors, e.g. intimin, may attach bacteria to other cells or surfaces 

                                                      

 

1 PDB search [http://www.rcsb.org/pdb], March 2017. 
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and may be involved in host invasion mechanisms [102]. Some adhesins are virulence factors 

that can interact with host signaling pathways (e.g. the toll-like receptor pathway) [134-136]. 

The extracellular domain of these virulence factors may mimic eukaryotic proteins to facilitate 

host binding [137].  

Porins2 form the largest OMP subfamily. They are involved in the selective uptake of 

molecules. They may also function as a bacteriocin [138, 139], and they can be involved in 

host-cell interactions [94]. Porins are up-regulated in the presence of nutrient molecules, and 

down-regulated in the presence of toxins or other harmful molecules (e.g. antibiotics, heavy 

metals, detergents, or bile salts [140, 141]. Escherichia coli amyloid secretion channel, CsgG, 

forms the largest known OMP channel with a 36-stranded β-barrel (9x4-stranded monomers) 

[142, 143].  

1.3 Involvement of OMPs in niche adaptation 

Since OMPs are in direct contact with the environment, they must quickly detect and adapt to 

environmental changes [95]. This section will focus on how enzymes and porins are involved 

in niche adaptation, since these are the most relevant OMPs for this thesis. 

1.3.1 Porins 

Porins are often multifunctional, implicated in host-cell interactions [144] and as receptors for 

bacteriocins [138, 139]. They are transmembrane barrels usually comprising between eight and 

24 β-strands connected by short periplasmic turns and longer extracellular loops (see Figure 3). 

Many porins, e.g. E. coli OmpF form tightly packed trimers through loop interactions [145]. 

Achouak et al. and Delcour review the structure of these highly stable trimeric porins that are 

detergent resistant and only dissociated by extreme environmental conditions [140, 146]. 

Extracellular loops may also be involved in host evasion through loop variability, resulting in 

a potential threat not recognized by the host immune system. Thus, loop variability may be one 

pathogenic mechanism; however, conserved protein binding sites can also reveal cooperative 

interactions [147]. Currently, many different classification systems for porins exist in the 

literature. However, they are all usually divided into either specific or non-specific, and 

monomeric or trimeric porins.  

                                                      

 

2 For simplicity, all non-specific and specific diffusion channels for hydrophilic proteins will be defined as porins. 
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Achouak et al. and Pages et al. reviewed porin regulation at the gene level [140, 141]. Gene 

expression of porins may be regulated based on nutrient uptake and can reach 106 copies per 

cells. Although nutrients may upregulate porin expression, toxins (e.g., antibiotics, heavy 

metals, detergents, or bile salts) result in a tighter membrane with fewer porins. Nutritional 

limits and osmolality changes result in porin expression that quickly will adapt to OM 

permeability. The ompF and ompC genes (encoding for the General Diffusion Porins (GDPs) 

OmpF and OmpC, respectively) are correlated and regulated by environmental conditions. 

OmpF predominates at low osmolality levels, while the OmpC porin is inversely correlated. 

This is probably due to the difference in pore size. During low nutrition with low glucose 

concentrations in the environment, OmpC levels increase while both OmpF and maltoporin 

(coded by the lamB gene) protein synthesis are turned completely off. The bacteria adjust 

maltoporin expression by inducing gene expression of lamB during high concentrations of 

maltose/dextrin concentrations [140].  

OmpA is one of the major E. coli OMPs, and Koebnik et al. estimated that there are 100,000 

OmpA copies per cell [101]. According to Krishan et al., OmpA is conserved among the Gram-

negative species [148]. Smith et al. reviewed the multifunctional OmpA as a “Swiss-army 

knife” since it can contribute to adhesiveness, invasiveness, evasion or be involved in biofilm 

formation and conjugation. OmpA is also targeted by the immune system and is a bacteriophage 

receptor. These features are mainly conferred by the exterior loops [149]. OmpA has probably 

adapted loop mutations to evade the immune system and allow bacterial survival in very hostile 

environments, such as the brain. E. coli OmpA loops adhere to the microvascular cell surface 

located in the human brain, and OmpA has therefore been suggested to have role in the 

pathogenesis of bacterial meningitis [150]. Studies indicate OmpA pore activity, although this 

has been debated [149, 151-157].  

Bacteria living in nutrient-limited environments have replaced porins with substrate-specific 

transporters. Although this is a more effective mechanism for capturing the substrates, the 

membrane permeability is drastically diminished which influences uptake of antibiotics. 

Antibiotic resistance studies from the United States indicated that P. aeruginosa and 

Acinetobacter baumannii are among the most difficult hospital infections to treat, likely due to 

the tightening of the OM-gating. Most of the small water-soluble molecules diffuse through 

OM carboxylic acid channel (Occ) proteins. They are primary found in Pseudomonads and 

related species and show structural and functional differences [98]. OccK5 is a small basic 
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multifunctional Occ protein that contributes to membrane stability, EDTA resistance and likely 

polymyxin B resistance when bound to Mg2+ [158].  

1.3.2  Enzymes 

Modification of the OM is one of the mechanisms that bacteria have evolved to evade the host 

immune system. OM enzymes are multifunctional proteins that likely also are involved in 

pathogenesis. Bishop et al. reviewed OM enzymes, while Qiao et al. described reduced host 

immune response through lipid A modifying enzymes or direct attack on the innate immune 

system [100, 159].  

The first OM β-barrel enzyme to be characterized was OMPLA. OMPLA belongs to the large 

and diverse lipolytic enzyme family which catalyzes hydrolysis of phospholipids to 

lysophospholipids [160]. These enzyme vary in substrate preference, mode of action and 

regulation [161]. The E. coli OMPLA prevents uncontrolled breakdown of the surrounding 

phospholipids [162]. Snijder and Dijkstra suggested that OMPLA activity is triggered by 

diverse events such as environmental changes (temperature shift or heat shock), toxin release 

(polyxmixin, phage-induced lysis or colicin release) or detection of unstable membrane. They 

concluded that activity is correlated with loss of membrane integrity in E. coli [100, 160]. 

OMPLA is likely to destabilize the outer leaflet of OM during self-assisted cell lysis [163]. 

However, this could also be part of a life-saving protection system where the needed 

compounds are recycled [100, 164-166]. Unwanted cell lysis is prevented by the bacteria 

through tight regulation [167]. The solved OMPLA structure from E. coli reveals a dimeric 

regulated activation of the transmembrane enzyme [168]. This serine hydrolase is activated by 

membrane perturbation and requires a calcium-induced dimerization [169].  

The catalytic activity of another OMP, Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (hereafter 

Salmonella Typhimurium) LpxR, is predicted to be similar to that of OMPLA. LpxR activity is 

also phase-dependent and only activated when the bacteria reach the stationary phase [170]. 

LpxR reduces lipid A bioactivity which is a host evasion mechanism [171]. LpxR removes the 

3′-acyloxyacyl moiety of the lipid A portion of lipopolysaccharides (LPS). LpxR has 

homologues in H. pylori, Vibrio cholerae, E. coli and Yersinia enterolitica. LpxR is growth 

dependent in these homologues, except in H. pylori where the enzyme is constitutively active 

[170].  
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The lipid A 3-O-deacylase, PagL, was crystallized from P. aeruginosa. It displays a 30° tilting 

in the lipid bilayer. The binding pocket is in a hydrophobic groove that is positioned 

perpendicular to the membrane plane. This multifunctional enzyme confers polymyxin B 

resistance when activated and attenuates lipid A endotoxicity, thus, reducing the host immune 

response [172-174]. 

PagP is a lipid acetyltransferase that transfers a palmitate chain to lipid A [175]. This enzyme 

guards the permeability barrier and responds to membrane perturbations induced by a Mg2+-

limited environment. It depends on lateral diffusion of phospholipids [176-178]. Bacterial 

resistance to antimicrobial agents derived from the host is enhanced by the ability of PagP to 

evade the host immune system [177, 179]. Another function of PagP is as an apical sensory 

transducer to detect perturbations caused by lipid asymmetry [179]. 

Omptins are a group of proteases situated in the OM (including Pla and OmpT). Pla is also a 

virulence factor required for bubonic plague establishment. Pla proteolytically cleaves and thus 

inactivates plasmin inhibitor, enabling cell migration. Human zymogen plasminogen and 

complement proteins are also among its substrates. It can function as an adhesin that binds to 

laminin (a mammalian glycoprotein), which is subsequently degraded by another plasmin and 

mediates invasion into human endothelial cells. The omptin family has a variety of different 

functions that likely spread among Gram-negative bacteria through HGT, followed by genetic 

adaptation to their host [180]. The aspartic protease OmpT cleaves paired basic amino acids 

[181-184]. E. coli OmpT is a multifunctional protein that regulates the biogenesis of OM 

vesicles (OMV), inactivates toxic peptides and is likely to enhance colonization [185]. OMV 

are secreted from enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) and implicated in the pathogenesis of an 

infection (caused by e.g. food poisoning) [185]. 
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1.4 H. pylori OMPLA 

Literature findings suggest that H. pylori OMPLA could be involved in colonization in the 

human gastric ventricle [186-189]. Dorrell et al. found that H. pylori pldA mutant did not 

colonize in mice, neither two nor eight weeks after infection [186]. Xerry and Owen discussed 

OMPLA’s role in colonization, and analyzed the pldA gene in 124 samples using Restriction 

Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP). They found it remained conserved independently of 

the geographical origin of the isolates [190]. In 2006, Istvan et al. reviewed phospholipase’s 

role in Gram-negative bacterial pathogenies, including how H. pylori phospholipase activity is 

linked to the degradation of the mucosal barrier [161].3  

Tannæs et al. characterized phase variation due to DNA slippage in the pldA gene that resulted 

in either a complete (OMPLAON) or truncated protein (OMPLAOFF) [191]. DNA slippage is due 

to a homopolymeric tract in the gene, where G7-tract results in a truncated OMPLA and an G8-

tract yields a full-length OMPLA. This homopolymeric tract was found in all clinical isolates 

of H. pylori sequenced by Tannæs et al. [191].  

Only the variants with an intact OMPLA, OMPLAON-variants, survive prolonged acid 

exposure. At neutral pH, both OMPLAON-and OMPLAOFF-variants may survive. However, 

OMPLAON-variants display an altered lipid composition. This is independent of enzyme 

activity, since OMPLA has an enzyme optimum at pH 7 and is inactive at pH 5 [88].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

 

3 Istvan discuss three H. pylori phospholipases (PLA1, A2 and C). However, only OMPLA is found in 
the H. pylori genome (gene search using GenBank files). 
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2. Aims of the Study 

The overriding goal of this study was to construct a model that could best describe H. pylori 

OMPLA structure and function(s). All bacterial OM proteins have a common β-barrel motif. 

We intend to examine this motif with regard to OMP multifunctionality and niche adaptation, 

focusing on porin function. Our hypothesis was that H. pylori OMPLA is adapted to protect the 

bacteria in acidic environment of the gastric mucosa. The possibility that this multifunctional 

protein may vary its function depending on pH-level was explored. 

Objective 1: Bacterial OMPs. All bacterial OMPs have the same β-barrel fold, but their size 

and function vary greatly. We wanted to examine the architecture of multifunctional OMPs 

from Gram-negative bacteria, focusing on how niche adapted function affected the structure. 

The β-barrel fold allows a hollow pore that often regulate molecules passing through the 

membrane. An important question here was whether the hollow H. pylori OMPLA structure 

could form a pore which would allow diffusion or transport of molecules. 

Objective 2: Comparative Helicobacter OMPLA sequence analyzes. To better understand 

OMPLA’s role in H. pylori, we wanted to study sequences available from different 

Helicobacter species. We would use the sequences of pldA and its neighboring genes, and 

compare gastric and enterohepatic Helicobacters. 

Objective 3: H. pylori OMPLA 3D model structure. In order to study structure-function 

related questions regarding H. pylori OMPLA, we wanted to construct a theoretical 3D structure 

model by implementing the previously described objectives. Available structures from similar 

species and orthologous sequences, combined with literature findings and previous work from 

our group were included in this model. 
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This thesis aims are discussed in the papers listed below (hereby referred to by their Roman 

numerals): 

Paper I: In silico structure and sequence analyzes of bacterial porins and specific diffusion 

channels for hydrophilic molecules: Conservation, multimericity and multifunctionality. Vollan 

HS, Tannæs T, Vriend G, Bukholm G. Int. J. of Mol. Sci. 2016; 17(4):599. 

Paper II: In silico evolutionary analyzes of Helicobacter pylori outer membrane phospholipase 

A (OMPLA). Vollan HS, Tannaes T, Yamaoka Y, Bukholm G. BMC Microbiol. 2012; 12:206. 

Paper III: Outer membrane phospholipase A’s roles in H. pylori acid adaptation. Vollan HS, 

Tannæs T, Caugant DA, Vriend G, Bukholm G. Gut Pathog. 2017; 9:36. 
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3. Material and Methods 

3.1 Softwares 

NCBI, PubMed [192], Google Scholar [193], Thomson Reuters Web of ScienceTM [194], and 

Ovid MEDLINE [195] were used for literature searches. Outer membrane protein database 

(OMPdb) [196], Transporter classification database (TCDB) [197], Protein families’ database 

(Pfam) [198], Class Architecture Topology Homology (CATH) [199] and Structural 

classification of proteins-extended (SCOPe) [200] were databases used to identify current OMP 

classifications. All sequences were collected using Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 

(BLAST) [201], H. pylori Multi Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) [202] 

[http://pubmlst.org/helicobacter/], MRS [203], Protein Information Resource (PIR) 

[http://pir.georgetown.edu] and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [204]. 

Sequence retrieval was achieved using NCBI Batch Entrez 

[http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/batchentrez] (when NCBI Gene or Protein ID was 

available). All structures were collected and downloaded from PDB [205]. BioEdit [206] was 

mainly used to extract DNA or protein regions and view sequences, CAIcal [207], EBI 

ClustalW / ClustalΩ [208-210], MAFFT [211], Gblocks, SWAAP 1.0.3 [212], TOPD/FMTS 

[213], and Sequence Manipulation Suite (reverse complement calculator) [214] were sequence 

tools used in Paper II. Most protein structure visualization and analyzes  were performed using 

the YASARA-WHAT IF twinset [215, 216]; structure superposition was done in YASARA 

using MUSTANG pairwise motif aligner (or the MUSTANG multi-aligner for visualization 

purposes of each subfamily) [217].  Furthermore, homology models were constructed using 

either the WHAT IF servers [218] or running the Yasara Structure script hm_build.mcr [219]; 

homology model structures were optimized using the Yasara Structure scripts md_refine.mcr 

and md_runmembranefast.mcr [215, 219]; signal sequences prediction using NetSurfP [220]; 

pore size estimation using HOLE [221] and WHAT IF [216, 222]; pore channels were further 

characterized using PoreWalker [223]. Finally, FgenesB (Softberry Inc., Mount Kisco, NY, 

USA) and ProOpDB [224, 225] were used to predict operons in Paper III. 
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3.2 Protein structure analyzes (Papers I and III) 

Protein sequences and structures used in Papers I and III were analyzed using the YASARA-

WHAT IF twinset [215, 216]. YASARA is a visualization, modeling and simulation software 

used mainly to analyze protein structures, while WHAT IF is a molecular modelling package 

that includes tools to display and manipulate sequences used to construct both profile 

alignments, multiple sequence alignments (MSA) and studying these alignments through 

entropy-variability analyzes (EVA). 

3.2.1 Data collection 

Bioinformatics has become a large field of science in which biological data is interpreted. The 

amount of data from life sciences has increased greatly in the past decades and the analyzes of 

data resulting from the many novel high-throughput methods require specialized software and 

training. For example, there exist over 500,000 sequences belonging to the protein family of 

bacterial porins in the NCBI database. Collecting and filtering data are important steps in 

constructing a good alignment. All relevant structures and sequences were collected to make 

the highest quality possible of the homology model structure. 

3.2.2 Profile-based structure alignment 

Profile-based structure alignment is based on an iterative process where a vast amount of 

sequences, or all sequences available, are used. Low-identity, which are not relevant sequences, 

are filtered out after aligned to a profile (227). A structure-based profile alignment improves a 

regular sequence alignment because it is based on all available sequences and structures for a 

given protein family. This yields important information on vital residues needed for function 

(e.g. active site residues or calcium-binding sites).  

The effect of an amino acid substitution varies depending on which amino acid it is mutated 

into. One would expect similar residues (e.g. Ile to Leu) to cause least harm due to quite similar 

side chains (see Appendix Figure 1). This is because these types of mutation would have little 

impact on the protein and how it functions, which would likely result in an overall unchanged 

fitness for the bacteria. Therefore, a sequence alignment that is comparing different protein 

sequences should punish similar residue substitutions less than those one would expect to cause 

dramatically different properties. However, this is just a general model that neither considers 

location nor function of the residue (e.g. lipid-interacting residue vs active site residue). A 

mutation in the active site could cause great harm for the protein, resulting in decreased fitness 
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of the organism. This will be discussed later in the profile alignment section. A generalized 

scoring matrix is used to weigh different mutations. The actual likelihood of each substitution 

occurring during evolution is impossible to estimate, but there exist several substitution 

matrices. Each approach has its advantages, depending on which protein family to be analyzed 

(e.g. membrane protein vs. globular cytoplasmic protein).  

A profile based structure alignment starts with a residue exchange matrix where important 

features of a protein class are adjusted for in a profile alignment. Core structure motifs, e.g. β-

strands or α-helices derived from template structure, are implemented in the scoring matrix. 

The template sequence is then aligned together with the collected sequences. This alignment 

procedure contains crucial structural information not implemented in standard sequence 

alignments.  

The iterative steps in these analyzes aim to optimize the alignment until the best possible 

alignment between two sequences is generated. It is important that the profile represents the 

subclass one wants to analyze, so the position of both the template and model sequences are 

carefully monitored for iterative each step. The resulting MSA can be generated in mview-

format where residues are colored according to side-chain properties (see Appendix Figure 1). 

This makes it easy to find conserved and variable regions in an alignment with thousands of 

sequences.  

Homology models were constructed by uploading the aligned model sequence extracted from 

the MSA, the template sequence, and the template 3D structure files to the WHAT IF Homology 

Modelling server (see link under Softwares section).  

3.2.3 Entropy-variability analyzes (EVA) 

EVA in YASARA/WHAT IF twinset [215, 216] was used to study the variability in an 

alignment by developing an evolutionary model. EVA is based on well-established 

experimental methods from multiple, large protein families: globin chains, G protein-coupled 

receptors, Ras-like proteins, and serine proteases [226, 227]. Signal transduction residues have 

also been identified in other protein families, including the nuclear receptor family [227]. The 

information derived from the EVA can be mapped onto the template or model structure, and 

determine which regions are most conserved or highly variable 
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Variability patterns for individual residue positions in MSAs can be defined by either the 

Shannon entropy (Ei
4) or by the number of amino acid types observed (more than 0.5%) at 

position i (Vi). The entropy, Ei, can be plotted against the variability, Vi, for all residue positions 

in the MSA in an Entropy-Variability (EV) plot.  This EV plot can be divided into five boxes. 

Figure 7 is an empty EV plot used as an example. A real EV plot would be filled with dots 

where each dot would represent an amino acid position in the final MSA (e.g. Papers I and III).  

 

Figure 7: Entropy-Variability plot. This is an empty EV plot to illustrate the five boxes in an EVA.  

Each of the five boxes, as illustrated in Figure 7, contains residues involved in mainly one broad 

functional category [226, 228]: Box 11 (low entropy and low variability, contains residues in 

the main active site, colored red), Box 12 (intermediate entropy and low variability, contains 

residues that support the structure of the main active site, colored orange and often situated next 

to the red residues), Box 22 (intermediate entropy and intermediate variability, contains 

residues involved in communication between the main active site and regulatory sites, colored 

yellow), Box 23 (high entropy and intermediate variability, contains residues involved in 

regulation of protein activity, colored green), and Box 33 (high entropy and high variability, 

contains residues for which no function is known, colored blue).  

                                                      

 

4 Ei is defined as ΣPlog(P), where P represents the frequency of occurrence of a given amino acid in the MSA at 
position i. 
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3.3  Pore size estimations (Paper I and III) 

In Paper I, porin pore sizes were estimated for each subclass using HOLE [221]. This software 

uses Monte Carlo simulation to route through the channel. This software was created to 

characterize ion channels in 1993.  

In Paper III, we calculate the pore sizes for a spherical probe using the WHAT IF software [216, 

222]. All residues in the structure were mutated to alanine to ensure a realistic size not occluded 

by flexible side chains.  The OMPLA pore was further characterized with PoreWalker [223]. 

This is an automated method that analyzes residue composition, pore lining and shape of the 

pore. The predicted path of a water molecule is estimated and embedded in the structure file. 

3.4 Operon predictions (Paper III) 

Available ProOpDB [224, 225] operon predictions were used (see Figure 8 in Paper III). In 

order to compare gastric and enterohepatic Helicobacter pldA operons FgenesB (Softberry Inc., 

Mount Kisco, NY, US) was used (see Table 3, Paper III). FgenesB is included in the package 

for bacterial annotation pipeline, and has been widely tested.  

3.5 HGT analyzes (Paper II) 

Genome instability is necessary for natural selection in a healthy population. HGT between 

members of a species in the same ecosystem facilitates transfer of genes useful in that 

environment. This may be genes coding for virulence, antibiotic resistance, etc. [229]. 

Bioinformatic analyzes may detect discrepancies in the AT: GC ratio (comparing one gene to 

the average genome) or through phylogenetic analyzes. A reference (HK genes or 16S rRNA) 

is often compared to a gene of interest. This will reveal the evolutionary path of the gene of 

interest and may indicate its origin if HGT did occur. Three different methods were used to test 

for HGT in Paper II: (1) DNA stability, (2) Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) and (3) Phylogenetic 

analyzes. Software used includes CAIcal [207], SWAAP 1.0.3 [212], and TOPD/FMTS [213]. 

Different methods were used to detect possible adaptive evolutionary sites by calculating the 

number of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions per site.  
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4. Summary of results 

4.1 Overview of papers 

Paper I: Porins are involved in the selective uptake of nutrients and form the largest OMP 

family. A new classification scheme was made to accommodate function and size of this protein 

family. Structure and sequence based analyzes revealed conserved interaction sites and variable 

loops. The high mutation rate observed in surface-exposed loops is likely an important 

mechanism for host immune system evasion. We observed a pattern for the trimeric proteins in 

all analyzed subclasses. This suggests that all proteins found in this family exist in a multimeric 

state.  

Paper II: Literature has implicated the pldA gene, encoding OMPLA, in H. pylori colonization 

of the human gastric ventricle. We examined sequence variation in 227 isolates collected from 

Norway and Korea, and found biogeographic patterns. Our findings indicated a conserved pldA 

gene. The bacterium is preserving the function of OMPLA, although some sites are still being 

evolutionarily optimized. Bioinformatic analyzes did indicate a possible HGT. However, since 

the gene showed biogeographic patterns as the HK genes, the transfer likely occurred long ago.  

Paper III: We constructed a 3D model of H. pylori OMPLA and examined how this protein is 

needed (but enzymatically inactive) in acidic environment. This led to the discovery of a polar 

core with an approximately 4 Å pore diameter, which could be involved in urea or ammonium 

diffusion across the membrane. A niche-specific extracellular loop was observed among acid-

tolerant Helicobacter species. We propose a model of OMPLA multi-functionality in H. pylori 

that enables survival in acidic environment. Finally, pldA is in a conserved operon with two 

inner membrane transporters in gastric Helicobacters. This operon is lacking in enterohepatic 

species, indicating that these three genes are required for survival in the gastric mucosa. We 

constructed models for these inner membrane channels, and suggested that they could be 

involved in ammonium/ammonia efflux from cytosol to periplasm. 
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4.2 OMP subfamilies 

Multifunctional OMPs with niche specific properties were of interest due to the common β-

barrel motif located in the bacterial OM. We collected available OMP literature and structure 

data, with an emphasis on structure-function related specific niche information (e.g. analyzing 

known mutations or structural changes).  

The 95 solved structures are listed in Table 1 with protein name, subfamily name, and size 

(number of β-strands found in the transmembrane β-barrel structure). The alignments discussed 

here are based on structure alignments of the entire proteins, which are used to compare 

structures within one subfamily (see Appendix for details). This information was used to better 

understand structure-functions of OMPs. Table 1 holds the most recent list over OMP structures 

deposited in the PDB database before 12th March 2017. The newest structures are highlighted 

in red, but these were not included in the structure analyzes found in the Appendix. 
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Table 1: OMPs. This table lists all solved OMP structures with protein name and size for each subfamily. A 

complete PDB list is found in the appendix. Column name “Size” lists the number of β-strands found in a β-

barrel protein structure. The structures highlighted in red are included in the thesis, but have not been analyzed 

in Appendix. They were deposited between 2014 (first data collection) and 2017 (last data collection).  

OMP Subfamily OMP Class Protein name Size  

Efflux pump 
 

CusC, CmeC, VceC, OprM, OprN, and 

TolC 

12 (trimer) 

Enzymes 
 

LpxR, OMPLA (EcOMPLA, StOMPLA), 

OmpT, PagL, PagP, and Pla  

8-12 

Transporters Autotransporter AlgE, EstA, EspP, HbP, Hia, and NalP 12-18 

Hydrophobic channel COG4313, FadL (EcFadL, PaFadL), 

LptD (SeLptD, SfLptD, EcLptD, 

KpLptD, PaLptD, YpLptD), OmpW, 

OprG, TbuX, TodX, and Tsx  

8-14 

Siderophore Cir, BtuB, FauA, FecA, FepA, FhuA, 

FptA, FpvA, FusA, HasR, HpuA, PirA 

(PaPirA, AbPirA), PiuA, ShuA, and ZnuD 

22 

TpsB transporter FhaC, BamA (NgBamA, HdBamA), 

SusD, TamA and TbpA 

16-22 

Other specific transporters PorB (use host ATP) 18 

Ushers 
 

FimD and PapC 22 

Adhesins Virulence/Niche factor Ail, Intimin, Invasin, NspA, OmpX, 

Opa60, OpcA, Pallilysin, Wzi (and PorB). 

8-18 

Porins Specific CymA, CsgG, EcMaltoporin, NanC, 

KdgM, Occ5, OprP, OprO, OprB, PgaA, 

ScrY, and StMaltoporin, 

8-36  

Non-specific CarO, GDP (RcGDP, RbGDP), Omp32, 

OmpA (EcOmpA, KpOmpA), OmpC 

(EcOmpC, StOmpC, OmpK36, 

OmpE36), OmpF (EcOmpF, StOmpF), 

OmpG, PhoE 

8-18 

Others Unknown function RPA1785, TtoA, and UPF0311  8-10 

 

  

                                                      

 

5 The Occ channels include 14 solved P. aeruginosa porin structures listed in Appendix Table 8. 
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4.3 Porins: structure-function relationship  

OMP are gatekeepers that hold a hollow transmembrane structure that is often used for 

molecules diffusion/transport. The largest OMP family is porins (see 1.2.3 for definition). Pore 

specificity is determined by amino acid composition and pore size [95, 101].  

The gating mechanism of the larger porins is achieved through a constriction loop. This is 

usually the largest extracellular loop, loop L3, that is located inside the barrel. Only small 

structural changes in the porin constriction site can result in different substrate preferences. For 

example, the PhoE constriction site has a charged Lysine residue where OmpF has a Glycine 

residue. This mutation results in anionic selectivity of PhoE, while OmpF preferers cationic 

substrates. E. coli PhoE expression occurs during phosphate starvation, the phosphoporin is 

only anion-selective, lacking any particular phosphate-specificity [94]. The constriction site is 

just big enough for a glucose molecule to pass through without any steric hindrance that would 

affect selectivity [230].  

Another example of pore specificity includes OmpF and OmpC porin homologs, Klebsiella 

pneumoniae OmpK35 and OmpK36, respectively [140, 231]. Although OmpK36 has lower 

conductance than OmpC, it has a higher cation selectivity than OmpF. The most variable 

regions between OmpF and OmpK36 were found in the loop regions. OmpK36 protein 

expression is preferred at high osmotic strength; this may be explained by the increase in charge 

density that would change the electro-physical properties of the osmoporin pore [140, 231]. 

The Salmonella Typhimurium ScrY sugar-specific porin is structurally similar to E. coli 

maltoporin, but ScrY is less occluded because of shorter exterior loops. Both structures contain 

aromatic residues that form the ‘greasy slide’ in the binding sites [232], but three residues differ 

in the constriction site. This results in ScrY specificity that does not allow the passing of 

maltodextrin. Sucrose molecules inside the maltoporin pore get stuck and block ion passage 

[233]. Furthermore, high sequence variation is found in the exterior loops. This allows niche-

specific adaptation while conserving important structural elements. 

The OmpG porin differs from the other porins because it is a monomeric 14-stranded barrel and 

only small amounts are expressed in E. coli. It facilitates sugar-uptake if either ScrY or the 

maltoporin gene (LamB) has been inactivated or if the genes are not present [234-236]. It 

controls membrane permeability in a pH-dependent manner where one of the exterior loops 

closes the channel in acidic conditions [237, 238]. The rest of the protein remains unaffected, 
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demonstrating its stability even in acidic environments [237]. The loops are flexible and they 

adopt different conformations when the pH is changed; four of the loops break the hydrogen 

bonding network, resulting in greater flexibility [239]. The inner face of OmpG contains a lining 

of aromatic residues that guides the sugar molecules through the channel and into the periplasm; 

furthermore, OmpG lacks the common L3 constriction loop [235, 240]. 

The versatile OmpA protein (see introduction) is a small protein with 8 β-strands and long 

extracellular loops. These loops are vital for OmpA functions, e.g. differences in loop regions 

L2 observed between OmpA1 and OmpA2 may be the difference of an invasive and less 

invasive E. coli strain [241]. OmpA homologues include the psychrophilic fish pathogen 

Moritella viscosa. MvOmp1 is predicted containing a barrel with highly variable extracellular 

loops (making vaccine development difficult) [242]. The P. aeruginosa OprF virulence factor 

has functionally and structurally similarities to OmpA [243]. In K. pneumoniae OmpA 

homologue, KpOmpA, has adapted to a pathogenic survival in the hostile lung environment 

using OmpA as an evasin. Structural dynamics analysis of K. pneumoniae KpOmpA 

demonstrated that the longest loops, L1 and L3, are highly mobile. The remaining L2 and L4 

loops, the most conserved loops, display restricted motions. These results relate dynamics and 

mobility with sequence variations in the loops [244]. 

Thorough investigation of porin literature and protein structures analyzes resulted in a new 

classification system shown in Table 2 (see Table 3 in Paper I for more details). This is a system 

based on size and specificity of the porins, but does not take multimericity into account. The 

WHAT IF estimated pore sizes of these eight subclasses ranges from 1.5 Å to 10 Å: 1.5 Å 

(Class 1), 5.5 Å (Class 3B), 5.9 Å (Class 4A), 7.4 Å (Class 5A), 8.5 Å (Class 5B), 8.0 Å (Class 

5C), 8.1 Å (Class 6B) and 10.0 Å (Class 6C). 
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Table 2: The non-specific porin and specific diffusion channel family classification system. The non-specific 

porin and specific diffusion channel family distributed among six classes and further divided into eight subclasses. 

Examples of each subclass is listed under the “Protein name”-column. This classification system is based on size 

and specificity, where empty classes and subclasses (annotated “-“) are reserved for future structures.  See Paper 

I for more details.  

Class # Size Subclass # Subclass name Protein name 

1 8 1A Non-specific, petite porin OmpA 

2 10 2A Non-specific, mini porin – 

3 12 3A Non-specific, small porin – 

3B Oligogalacturonate-specific, small channel NanC 

4 14 4A Non-specific, intermediate porin OmpG 

5 16 5A Non-specific, medium porin OmpC 

5B Sugar-specific, medium channel OprB 

5C Phosphate-specific, medium channel OprP 

6 18 6A Non-specific, large porin – 

6B Sugar-specific, large channel ScrY 

6C Carboxyl-specific, large channel OccK1 

 

Six new structures have been added to the PDB since Paper I was published: CarO (Class 1A, 

8-stranded non-specific porin), CymA (Class 4B, 14-stranded specific porin), OmpE36 (Class 

4A, 14-stranded non-specific porin), PgaA (Class 4C, 14-stranded dPNAG5-specific porin), 

OprO (Class 5C, 16-stranded phosphate-specific porin), CsgG (Class 15B; 36-stranded 

specific porin). There are now 7 different porin classes, and 11 subclasses.   

  

 

                                                      

 

5 dPNAG: N-acetylated poly-β-1,6-N-acetyl-d-glucosamine 
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4.4 H. pylori OMPLA model 

A 3D model of H. pylori OMPLA structure was constructed based on an alignment with a 

known structure (see Paper III). The homologous protein structure from E. coli was used as a 

template. OMPLA sequences from a wide variety of species were used in the multiple sequence 

analyzes, see Figure 8. The OMPLAON transcript may form functional OMP structures that may 

function as either porins in acidic environment or phospholipase enzyme in neutral 

environments, likely stabilized as trimers. 

 

Figure 8: H. pylori OMPLA model. The H. pylori model structure was constructed based on the multiple sequence 

alignment with E. coli OMPLA (PDB ID: 1QD5) as a template structure. This model is visualized as a monomer 

for clarity, however, we predict a trimer model will create more stability. 

 

Pore size estimation can be calculated by finding the largest sphere around a protein by using 

the WHAT IF software [216, 222]. A pseudo density map is contoured to create a molecular 

surface for a probe of a certain size, and that size can be adjusted to correspond to the pore. The 

probe size is simply by trial and error iterated till it nearly closes the pore. These pore 

calculations are based on spheres, so elliptical pores like OMPLA may let through non-spherical 

probes that are larger than the estimated radius. The H. pylori OMPLA pore size was estimated 

to be approximately 4 Å, see Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: OMPLA pore function prediction. YASARA’s visualization of the WHAT IF calculated excluded 
volume around the poly-alanine mutated H. pylori OMPLA 

The OMPLAOFF strains lack OMPLA activity which could be due to a protein lacking the barrel-

core, resulting in neither pore activity nor enzyme activity in the putative trimer interface. A 

putative model is shown in Figure 10, although the fold might differ since it might deviate from 

the template structure.  However, it is more likely that OMPLAOFF transcripts might be detected 

as a potential deleterious polypeptides (premature proteins) and tagged for degradation [86].  

 

Figure 10: The pldA phase variation model. The pldA gene encodes the OMPLA protein, however, due to a 
homopolymeric G-tract (illustrated to the left) it may be transcribed as a pldAON (intact, active OMPLA) or pldAOFF 
(truncated). The truncated OMPLA model seem to lack pore and enzyme function, and it is likely that it is degraded. 
The active OMPLA can be enzymatically active with a pH optimum at 7, or may serve as a pore in acidic 
environments. Previous studies indicate that porin are most likely to form at trimeric conformation as it stabilizes 
the structure, but is visualized as a monomer for clarity in this figure. 
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4.5 pldA operon  

In Paper III, pldA operons are compared to different species. The ProOpDB was used for the 

initial comparison of COG2829 (Outer membrane phospholipase A), while the FgenesB 

software [http://www.softberry.com/img/help/pipelines/fgenesB-A.png] (Softberry Inc., 

Mount Kisco, NY, US) was used to predict pldA operons in species not found in the ProOpDB. 

The FgenesB software is recommended for the automatic annotation pipeline for bacterial 

genome annotation, but requires manual curation of possible gene operons. Table 3 in Paper 

III, compares gastric Helicobacters with enterohepatic Helicobacters. Our result showed a 

unique pldA operon in all gastric Helicobacters. The operon prediction results from 

Helicobacter genus show variations, but all gastric bacteria have two transporters and one 

OMPLA clustered in one operon. Looking at all H. pylori sequences, the operon includes DNA 

replication genes (the sliding clamp and GyrB). Some operons also contain enzymes implicated 

in the R-M system. The operon organization show similar results to the length of the non-

modeled loop when comparing gastric Helicobacters to enterohepatic Helicobacters. See 

Figure 11 for visualization of H. pylori pldA operon. 

Figure 11: pldA operon. This is an example of the seven genes likely co-regulated with pldA in H. pylori 26695. 

The three first genes (2 SLC6sbd_Tyr1-Like genes and pldA) are conserved in gastric Helicobacters. This graph 

is extracted from the NCBI website6. 

 

Throughout these analyses there are two gastric Helicobacter outliers (H. mustelae and H. 

himalayensis). They behave like enterohepatic Helicobacters in all analyses, and are likely to 

have evolved a different tolerance mechanism. This is further elaborated in Paper III. 

                                                      

 

6 [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/sviewer/?id=NC_000915.1&v=525424:526491]; Accessed: 05/06/2017 
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 Figure 12 show an example using the FgenesB output for the predicted H. pylori 26695 pldA 

operon bacterial genome annotation.  

Figure 12: Operon prediction using FgenesB. Softberry’s FgenesB operon prediction for H. pylori 26695 

sequence positions 522514 to 530008. FgenesB predicts one operon and one transcription unit that consist of 

five genes: Gene 1 and 2 are “sodium- and chloride dependent transporters” (COG0733), Gene 3 is OMPLA, 

Gene 4 is DNA polymerase sliding clamp and Gene 5 is GyrB.  
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4.6  AmCI and AmCII 

In Paper III, we constructed models of the proteins encoded by the two genes downstream of 

the pldA gene, conserved among gastric Helicobacters. These two genes both belong to the 

SLC6sbd_Tyt1-Like genes, which is part of the “Na+-dependent transporters (channels) of the 

SNF family”. These channels will herby be referred to as Ammonium Channels I and II (AmCI 

and AmCII), and their models were constructed as described for OMPLA.  

 

AmCI and AmCI had approximately 50% sequence identity to each other. The protein 

sequences have highest homology to the MhsT structure, from Bacillus halodurans belonging 

to the same family as AmCI and AmCII. The MhsT template had between 30-35% sequence 

identity to the two model sequences. 3D models were made to better study possible function of 

these proteins, and our results indicate that they could be involved in ammonium (and possibly 

ammonia) efflux. Visual inspection of the two channels yielded quite similar proteins. 

However, AmCI seemed to contain more polar pore residues when compared to AmCII. This 

could yield different substrate preference. 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Overview 

In this thesis, H. pylori OMPLA protein functions were explored through in silico analyzes. We 

found that there exist many multifunctional OMPs, which was confirmed by an in-depth study 

of bacterial porins. In addition to a pore function, OMPs may have variable loops likely 

involved in host evasion (see Paper I). Further knowledge regarding OMPLA functions was 

achieved by analyzing OMPLA sequences (Papers II and III). The conserved H. pylori pldA 

gene is preserved in the bacteria, where only a few sites are likely to be under positive selection 

pressure. Sequence analyzes were also used to find which genes, if any, are co-regulated with 

pldA. Our analyzes indicated that gastric Helicobacter species have a conserved pldA operon 

with two IM transporters that are not found elsewhere (Paper III). We generated a theory, 

supporting previously collected laboratory data with in silico studies, where H. pylori OMPLA 

multifunctionality could explain the observed highly conserved gene sequences. A protein 

structure model of H. pylori OMPLA was generated and we found that size and shape of the 

OMPLA enzyme structure could indicate a pore function. We hypothesize that urea could 
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diffuse into the cell through OMPLA (low pH), while ammonium exit through OMPLA (pH 

>6). Therefore, we have included OMPLA in a new model for H. pylori acid adaptation. 

5.2  OMPs involved in niche adaptation 

In order to quickly detect and adapt to a changing environment, the gating of molecules entering 

the cells is regulated through OMPs. Bacterial OMPs protect the OM and control membrane 

permeability. OMPs specific requirements may include substrate specificity and co-factor 

binding. These traits have been selected through evolution where the bacteria’s ability to adapt 

is an essential survival mechanism [245]. This ability for genetic niche adaption to hostile 

environments poses an increased challenge for combating bacterial diseases [246].  

There has been an increase in the number of solved OMP structures, yet the structures of many 

OMPs remain unsolved, and very few structures of OMP complexes have been determined 

[102]. Currently, only 0.1% of the protein structures deposited in the PDB belong to the OMP 

family. Nearly 40% of the solved OMP structures are porins, indicating their importance in the 

bacterial protein field. Many questions regarding membrane proteins still remain to be 

answered, particularly OMP gating [247].  

In this thesis, a niche-adapted OMP review was used to better understand this protein 

superfamily. OmpA (see Introduction, and Class 1 porins in Paper I) [149] is a well-studied and 

multifunctional OMP porin with long flexible loops, and its expression depends upon different 

environmental signals. Another impressive example of niche-adapted OMPs is the siderophores 

that are resistant to lytic enzymes, e.g. peptidase, because they are composed of unusual amino 

acids (D-amino acids and ornithines) [248]. These unusual residues enable survival in the host. 

Another astonishing example is the multifunctional Neisseria meningitidis PorB; it is both a 

virulence factor and a solute transporter, and may contribute to antibiotic resistance. This multi-

selective voltage-dependent channel has three separate translocation pathways for sugars, 

cations and anions. PorB targets host’s mitochondria where it is required for pathogenesis [102, 

249-253]. The L3 loop constricts the pore and is likely involved in gating of the different 

translocation pathways due to the exposed positively charged residues [102]. 

We found many examples where small changes in a protein yield drastic changes in virulence. 

For example, small loop changes in the Pla protein of Yersina pestis yield dramatic clinical 

effects ranging from the milder coughs symptoms to the plague. Pla is an omptin (see OM 

enzymes) and a human plasminogen activator, resulting in bacterial adherence and invasion 
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[254]. The Thr259Leu mutation in extracellular loop L5 results in an efficient plasminogen 

activator [255]. This is a mutation that goes from a polar to an aliphatic residue with great 

consequence for virulence. Pla is an example of a horizontally transferred gene where small 

changes had lethal consequences for humans [180]. 

The non-specific OmpG channel that is involved in the uptake of oligosaccharides has a pH-

gated loop, L6, that can open and close the pore depending on environmental pH. Mutating one 

of the two His residues in this loop, removes the pH-sensitivity and opens the gate. Thus, 

changing a positive (histidine) to negatively (glutamate) charged loop residue (H231E) changes 

the pore function [256]. 

Protein stabilization is a key factor in how the proteins can tolerate and adapt to changes in the 

OM, which explains the solid barrel structure with flexible loops quickly capable of adapting 

to any environmental change [140]. Membrane proteins display a great tolerance and their 

capability of adopting new conformations enables the bacteria to thrive under harsh conditions 

and changing environments. This includes an intact OMPLA required for acidic survival (see 

Introduction, Papers I and III). OMP loops are needed to gate substrates through the channel 

[94, 98, 257, 258]. In silico studies indicate that these are conserved loop residues (often found 

inside the pore, e.g. loop L3 in porins), while the variable loop-residues are involved in host 

evasion (see Paper I) [94, 101]. The function of a possible H. pylori OMPLA loop and its role 

in acidic adaptation will be discussed later. 

Sequence conservation yields information about protein evolution, and mapping this 

information onto a structure shows where these regions are, which in turn gives insights into 

why residues could be highly conserved or variable. Adding literature findings to in silico 

analyzes yield a powerful tool to analyze proteins. For example, evolutionary analyzes of the 

ompF gene sequences revealed that the evolutionary forces contribute differently within 

Yersinia species. These sequences display adaptive sites in the surface loops, reflecting niche 

adaptation [259]. OmpF facilitates the diffusion of small polar molecules through voltage and 

pH dependency [260]. 

The high loop variability observed in many of the porins analyzed (especially Class 1 and Class 

4 porins) supports the high mutation rate needed for events such as host evasion (see Paper I). 

According to the literature, the exterior loops of the porins are continuously changing to avoid 

detection by the host immune system, phage invasion, and as a response to ecological pressure. 
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The exterior loops are the most variable regions in porins, which reflects the adaptive traits 

accomplished through mutation or recombination [140, 261, 262]. According to Stenkova et 

al., porin structures reflect any previous interactions with environmental challenges. By 

frequently changing surface-exposed residues, the bacterium can go undetected by the host 

immune system. 

During the analyzes of the porin structures and sequences, we found porin oligomerization 

likely for all eight porin classes (see Paper I). The idea of oligomerized porins have been 

discussed in the literature. Classic monomeric porins actually oligomerized in the right 

conditions, e.g. at lower temperatures or with less detergents than in the standard protocol [239, 

263-269]. Thus, unconventional methods might be necessary to detect porin oligomerization. 

Our results support porin oligomerization since the conserved residues are most likely due to 

important protein-protein interactions. However, this conservation may not be observed in a 

normal environment since it could be a feature necessary for porins to stabilize in harsh 

conditions. Porins were divided into different groups based on specificity, size and oligomeric 

state. The many subdivisions existing in literature were considered, but the analysis resulted in 

eight porin classes based on pore size and function (see Table 3 in Paper I). The analyzes would 

reveal the conserved regions important for porins, e.g. during substrate translocation. The main 

strength and weakness of our analyzes lie in the number of sequences used in each porin class. 

Vast number of sequences in a class contribute to strengthen the analyzes, e.g. 1394 sequences 

used to construct Class 8 MSA. Likewise, the 50 sequences in Class 3 is less than optimal 

number of sequence. Thus, the main strength and weakness of our analyzes lies in the total 

number of sequences used in each porin class. The overall conclusion is more reliable since 

there were no contradicting results. All porin classes displayed conserved core residues, 

involved in substrate specificity, and conserved residues facing the lipid membrane that are 

likely involved in oligomerization.  

H. pylori has a robust cell wall with a unique membrane composition [189, 270]. Cullen et al. 

discovered that H. pylori lipid A dephosphorylation, e.g. by LpxR, is required for mammalian 

colonization [271].  H. pylori can also steal and modify host cholesterol situated in lipid rafts 

that are cholesterol rich micro-domains [272]. The bacteria incorporate the glycosylated 

cholesterol into its own OM. This contributes to both pathogenicity and antibiotic resistance 

[273].   
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5.3 H. pylori pldA sequence analyzes 

The pldA gene, encoding the OMPLA protein, is found in several Gram-negative species. The 

wide distribution of pldA implies a physiological role of importance [274]. Nevertheless, the 

sequence identity among the genes was quite low (e.g. the sequence identity between E. coli 

and H. pylori pldA is 46% on gene-level and 28% on protein-level). The sequence analyzes 

showed high inter-species variation (analyzing multiple species), but a very low intra-species 

variability for H. pylori.  

The H. pylori pldA phase variation distinguishes between two variants: the OMPLAON-variant 

(intact OMPLA sequence) and the OMPLAOFF-variant (truncated OMPLA sequence). The 

switch between these two variants is a genomic instability that is likely to occur spontaneously 

in nature, but our collected data (the published pldA sequences) contain mostly OMPLAON 

sequences. The phase variation is caused by a homopolymeric tract which could be challenging 

to sequence (due to the number of equal bases in a row) [275-277]. The technical limitations of 

sequencing were of course kept in mind when sequencing and annotating the H. pylori pldA 

sequences at our laboratory (using Sanger sequencing), reducing the chance of errors. The 

sequencing technology has greatly improved in recent years; Sanger sequencing is more precise 

than e.g. whole-genome draft sequences from the last decades  [277]. The OMPLAON-variant 

dominated in our entire data material (including the collected NCBI sequences), indicating that 

this is the most common variant. Even though some sequences could be erroneous, we strongly 

doubt this would affect the majority of our data. These findings revealed a very high sequence 

identity, which also support the significant role this protein must have in H. pylori.  

Phylogenetic analyzes of the OMPLAON sequences were compared to a reference set of H. 

pylori HK genes. Despite the high sequence variation observed in H. pylori, conserved core 

genes exist, including HK genes which are essential for survival [84, 278]. The conserved HK 

genes have been used to trace human migration through phylogenetic analyzes, demonstrating 

co-evolution between H. pylori and its host. H. pylori infection has been traced in humans 

before their migration from Africa through sequence analysis [85, 278]. Due to the many 

available analyzes platforms, the reference set was a control that enabled us to study 

geographical phylogeny in the pldA dataset. Nearly all of the pldA sequences clustered 

according to place of origin (with Asian, European and African clusters), as was observed for 

the reference (HK genes). The two pldA outliers observed in our Norwegian dataset turned out 

to be of African origin (samples from African patients taken at a Norwegian hospital). Although 
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HGT was detected by three different methods (codon bias, GC content, and phylogenetic 

conflict), the biogeography of the pldA sequences indicated that the transfer was ancient. It 

should be kept in mind that most sequences were of European origin, which could introduce a 

bias. However, H. pylori biogeographic clustering has been observed in the literature, including 

East Asian clustering at genome-level [85, 279]. 

The high nucleotide sequence identity observed among the pldA sequences were further 

analyzed for selection pressure. Purifying selection was detected at the clear majority of 

residues. This highly conserved gene in H. pylori is likely to have an evolutionarily stable 

function. However, some probable interaction sites were found to be under positive selection. 

The positively selected sites were mainly found in the surface-exposed loops or in the predicted 

signal sequence.  Positive selection is often observed in hypervariable loops of OMPs likely to 

be involved in host evasion [280, 281]. 

The survival study of laboratory strains (OMPLAON and OMPLAOFF) in acidic environment 

(pH=3.5) resulted in different survival pattern compared to that observed at neutral pH  [282]. 

Both variants survive neutral pH, however only OMPLAON-variants (with an intact OMPLA) 

survived in acidic environment. Tannæs et al. demonstrated that enzyme activity is not needed 

for survival in acidic environment, although the pldA gene is required [88].  

Solving the structure of membrane proteins is difficult because of the hydrophobic membrane 

the proteins are embedded in (see Introduction). Since E. coli OMPLA structure was solved, 

the next step was to construct model. Looking at our data and the OMPLA structure, a pore-

theory could explain the conservation of a protein not often used (as it would destabilize the 

membrane when active), but still dependent on it (expelling protons out) in highly acidic 

environment as is observed in the stomach. The sequence would be preserved and found in all 

strains since H. pylori might need it in certain harsh conditions. 

5.4  H. pylori OMPLA model 

A homology model structure of H. pylori OMPLA was constructed based on E. coli template 

(see Paper III). A multiple sequence alignment was made based on 660 sequences, which was 

used in EVA of OMPLA. These EVA yielded conserved residues situated at the putative trimer 

interface and in extracellular loop region. This indicates a conserved interface necessary for 

activity since the residues are conserved in our alignment. Calcium-binding site is found in the 

loop regions conserved, but our results indicated further interactions important for OMPLA. 
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Although loop residues form stabilizing interactions with LPS, these conserved loop residues 

are likely involved in protein-protein interactions [283]. The number of sequences used in the 

MSA was large enough and contained enough variability to construct a good alignment.  

The sequence identity between H. pylori and E. coli OMPLA is low, but above the optimal 

threshold for homology modeling (when removing a gastric H. pylori specific insert discussed 

below), so the insert was not implemented in the model. Side-view picture of the generated H. 

pylori model structure is found in Figure 8. The low sequence identity between E. coli and H. 

pylori raises a question of why H. pylori has an enzyme that varies so much from the other 

species.  

There are many unsolved questions regarding the insert observed in non-Helicobacter species 

(including the E. coli OMPLA template), yet some hypothesis regarding acid adaptation can be 

made due to laboratory results. Those Helicobacter species known to survive the harsh 

condition of the gastric mucosa cluster together and have a long insert that is lacking in other 

species, including enterohepatic Helicobacters (see Table 2 in Paper III). Literature has shown 

that mutating one charged extracellular loop residue can have deleterious effect on acid survival 

in bacteria and humans [284-289]. There is a possibility that this stretch of residues constitute 

an extra β-strand and an extracellular loop not found in the template. This would result in a 

larger pore; however, this must be determined by analyzing a solved H. pylori OMPLA 

structure. 

The conserved cysteines found in this insert, predicted to be an extracellular loop, are likely 

stabilizing the structure through disulfide binding. This could be crucial for acid survival since 

it is found in all gastric Helicobacters (see Paper III), perhaps a pH-gated loop like the OmpG 

porin [237]. Missense mutations important for acidic adaptations were mapped onto our model 

in order to look for possible explanations. One of these mutations was found in the predicted 

loop insert. Therefore, we created the hypothesis that this insert could be niche-acquired. The 

H. pylori strain euBZ (with P157S mutation) was modeled to be in the active site and putative 

trimeric interface indicating that either enzyme activity or trimerization is of importance for 

acid survival. 

Harboring phase variable genes might seem energetically unfavorable due to the cost of 

transcribing, translating and degrading truncated transcripts. There might be a functional role 

for OMPLAOFF transcripts (see OMPLAOFF model in Figure 10). However, it is more likely that 
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phase variation is an important mechanism where OMPLA is only fully transcribed when 

needed. Or more precisely, those strains containing an intact OMPLA will survive in different 

environments than those expressing a truncated OMPLA. Further studies on this subject are 

needed, but this theory does seem probable considering the extreme variation in habitats where 

H. pylori may be found. For example, it would not make sense for an OMPLA pore active at 

pH < 3 in an environment lacking urea, and perhaps H. pylori living in neutral environments 

would benefit from the complete absence of OMPLA (OMPLAOFF)  

The estimated H. pylori OMPLA pore size of 4 Å could be larger since these calculations 

estimate the size of spherical probes. The estimated OMPLA pore size is larger than the Class 

1 porins, but smaller than the estimated pore size for Class 2 porins. OMPLA structure and 

model have elliptic shaped pores that could allow larger substrates than estimated. Although, 

E. coli OMPLA structure and H. pylori model have estimated pores in both WHAT IF and 

PoreWalker softwares, they do vary in shape and amino acid composition. In WHATIF, all 

OMPLA residues were mutated into Ala to estimate the maximum β-barrel size so that the pore 

size that is not restricted by flexible side chains. This might explain variation in the estimated 

pore size. 

5.5 pldA operon 

Genes are often co-expressed in bacteria to enable quick changes necessary for survival in a 

changing environment. ProOpDB can compare a limited number of species, but is useful as an 

initial comparison while we analyzed genes neighboring pldA and examined possible operons, 

using FgenesB. H. pylori was compared to 20 different species. There is a difference between 

gastric and enterohepatic Helicobacters. Most of the gastric species seem to co-regulate pldA 

with two inner membrane transporters belonging to COG0377 protein family. These are H. 

pylori, H. acinonychis, H. bizzozeronii, H. cetorum, H. heilmannii, H. suis, and H. felis. The 

enterohepatic species, and two gastric species (H. mustelae and H. himalayensis) lack this 

operon or have different genes clustered together. The two outliers either lack urease or pldA 

genes, indicating they have evolved a different survival mechanism (which is true for H. 

mustelae that has a second unique urease). 
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5.6 AmCI and AmCII 

The gene regulation with the three genes clustering together seem unique to gastric species, and 

thus likely relevant for acid protection. AmCI and AmCII belong to the SLC6-family of channel 

proteins that transport small substances [290, 291], e.g. glycine, serotonin, dopamine, and 

norepinephrine [292]. They all have 5+5 helix motif in common, although there are some 

structures in this protein family that contain additional helices [290]. Based on the helical motif 

of AmCI and AmCII, they are predicted to be located in the IM since helical proteins seldom 

are found in the bacterial OM [293]. 

 

These channels may have a variety of different functions, however, since they’re likely co-

regulated with OMPLA in gastric Helicobacters, we hypothesize they are involved in acid 

tolerance. Since there are currently no ammonium/ammonia channels, we believe the two 

COG0733 are likely candidates. The differences observed between the AmCI and AmCII 

channels, could be explained by different substrate specificities. AmCI seem to have a more 

polar pore upon visual inspection, and could be a NH4+ channel. Visual inspection shows a 

more hydrophobic AmCII pore which indicate a core for NH3 efflux. 

 

6. Conclusions  

The common feature of all OMPs is that they are specialized to overcome environmental 

challenges that bacteria may encounter. These robust transmembrane proteins are composed of 

a common β-strand motif, but their function varies greatly. The evolutionary patterns of porins 

reveal interactions that should be further explored. We believe H. pylori OMPLA has acquired 

an additional feature to survive the harsh condition found in the gastric mucosa.  

Literature has shown that H. pylori has a more robust OM than other Gram-negative bacteria 

since it is less leaky. Although we know that the periplasmic pH is lower than the exterior pH, 

there are not enough findings explaining how the bacteria can maintain this level and buffer the 

acidity. An OMPLA with a pore activity expelling protons is illustrated in Figure 13 (perhaps 

stabilized as a trimer). Further studies are needed to understand the impact of the insert that 

seem to be acidic-specific. The presence of this non-modeled insert raises many questions, 

including why it is located in the phase variable region. 
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In conclusion, our analyzes indicated that OMPLA may be a niche-adapted protein. Although 

it once was likely horizontally acquired, the pldA sequences are highly conserved. Sequence 

analyzes indicate positive selection occurring at sites needed for possible pathogenic 

interactions. Current literature does not explain how the OM is involved in maintaining higher 

periplasmic pH level compared to the acidic outside environment. Urea could pass through 

OMPLA when the environment is acidic, while ammonia (NH3/NH4
+) could exit when 

periplasmic pH is high, as shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: H. pylori acid tolerance model. This illustration shows possible H. pylori OMPLA function required 
for acid tolerance (copied from Paper III). 
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7. Future perspectives 

The overall goal with this project was to develop a model explaining how H. pylori OMPLA 

has been inferred in survival in the gastric mucosa. In order to confirm OMPLA’s roles in acid 

tolerance, pore-activity needs to be confirmed through in vitro and in vivo experiments.  

Molecular dynamic simulations would allow better estimates of substrates for these channels. 

However, it would be quite difficult to show substrate passing through at different pH-levels. 

Thus, solving the 3D structure of OMPLA, AmC1 & AmCII would allow better structure-

function assessments that could aid further experimental design and characterizations of these 

proteins which we believe participate in the urea-pathway. Furthermore, model organisms could 

be useful in experiments to better understand pore-activity. Xenopus oocytes (frog eggs) have 

previously been used to characterize other protein channels [294, 295].  

Promoter and transcription factor analyzes combined with experimental phase variation 

analyzes could identify when the pldA operon is activated and when the genes are in active or 

truncated form. It would be of great interest to study which niche the truncated OMPLAOFF 

preferred. Our data imply that this is not in the gastric mucosa, and we hypothesize that OMPLA 

is truncated during transmission.   

This thesis shed light on possible roles of H. pylori OMPLA, but the field is still in its early 

stages on the road to understanding H. pylori survival in the acidic stomach. This creates an 

opportunity for many exciting new discoveries in the future.  
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1 Abbreviations 

AbPirA Acinetobacter baumannii PirA 
EcBamA E. coli BamA 
EcFadL E. coli FadL 
EcLptD E. coli LptD 
EcMaltoporin E. coli maltoporin 
EcOmp E. coli Outer membrane protein (e.g. EcOmpA, EcOmpC, and EcOmpF) 
EcOMPLA E. coli Outer membrane phospholipase A 
GDP General Diffusion Porin 
H-bonds Hydrogen bonds   
HdBamA Haemophilus ducreyi BamA 
KpLptD Klebsiella pneumoniae LptD 
KpOmpA Klebsiella pneumoniae OmpA 
L Large  
LPS Lipopolysaccharide 
M Medium 
NgBamA Neisseria gonorrhoeae BamA 
Occ Outer membrane carboxylate channel (e.g. OccD1-D3 and OccK1-K11) 
OMP Outer membrane protein (e.g. Omp32, OmpA, OmpC, OmpF, and OmpX) 
OMPLA Outer membrane phospholipase A 
PaFadL Pseudomonas aeruginosa FadL 
PaLptD Pseudomonas aeruginosa LptD 
PaPirA Pseudomonas aeruginosa PirA 
PDB Protein Data Bank 
POTRA Polypeptide-TRansport-Associated 
RbGDP Rhodopseudomonas blastica GDP 
RcGDP Rhodobacter capsulatus GDP 
S Small 
SeLptD Salmonella enterica LptD 
SfLptD Shigella flexneri LptD 
StMaltoporin Salmonella Typhimurium Maltoporin 
StOmp  Salmonella Typhimurium outer membrane protein (OmpC, OmpF) 
StOMPLA Salmonella Typhimurium OMPLA 
YpLptD Yersinia pestis LptD 
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2 Secondary structure preference 

Amino acids have secondary structure preference that is energetically favorable in a protein 

fold. Appendix Figure 1 illustrates which amino acids prefer helices, β -strands, or turns. This 

figure also lists amino acid hydrophobicity, size and chemical structure. 

 

Appendix Figure 1: Building blocks of Life. This figure lists numerous important residue properties. From left 

to right: the amino acids (1-letter code, 3-letter code and complete name), size of side chain (S, small; M, medium; 

L, large), polar residues are marked with +/- signs, secondary structure preference (α-helix colored blue, β-

strands colored red and loops colored green), and the chemical structure.  

 

We will focus on the two most common secondary structure motifs: right handed α-helix (plural 

form: α-helices) and β-sheet (plural form: β-strands). Interactions that stabilize the protein in 

the secondary structure include hydrogen bonds. An α-helix is a spiral of residues with ideally 

3.6 residues per turn (e.g. the periplasmic efflux pump helices in Appendix Figure 23). The 

hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) run parallel to the helix axis. It is a stable structure. Due to these H-

bonds, a helix structure can retain its fold even if some bonds are broken. Like the α-helix, the 

β-strand is highly stable too. The antiparallel β-sheet conformation is found in Appendix Figure 

1 (antiparallel is when the strands are in opposite direction). 
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3 Structure alignment OMPs (Mustang motif aligner) 

Data collection 

The structures found in Table 1 and Appendix Table 8 were used to analyze each OMP 

subfamily. However, the following proteins were published after the time of the data collection 

for this study (9th March 2014), and have not been analyzed in this thesis. They are listed in 

Table 1 and highlighted red in Appendix Table 8: CmeC, OprN, StOMPLA, COG4313, 

KpLptD, PaLptD, YpLptD, FusA, HpuA, PaPirA, AbPirA, PiuA, ZnuD, SusD, TamA, Opa60, 

Pallilysin, CymA, CsgG, Occ, OprO, PgaA, CarO, and OmpE36. 

Efflux pumps 

The solved transmembrane and periplasmic efflux pump structures have quite conserved 

motifs, but high sequence variability (an average of nearly 23% sequence identity of the 

residues aligned, see Appendix Table 1). Only the monomeric molecules were aligned together 

(see Appendix Figure 2). One monomeric structure consists of three β-strands and a trimeric 

structure is needed for a 12 β-stranded barrel. The pair-wise Mustang motif aligner results are 

found in Appendix Table 1. 

 
Appendix Figure 2: Efflux pumps. Panel A) Side-view and top-view of the monomeric transmembrane efflux 

pump structure aligned using Mustang multiple object aligner. Panel B) E. coli TolC and CusC, V. cholarea VceC 

and P. aeruginosa OprM (PDB ID: 1EK9, 4K7R, 1YC9 and 3D5K). TolC and OprM are shown in trimeric state; 

the remaining are monomeric structures. See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 
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Appendix Table 1: Efflux pumps. This table shows the structure alignment results from efflux pumps. Pair-wise 

MUSTANG motif aligner was used to generate these data from the superposed structures (object 1 aligned to 

object 2). The number of aligned residues was divided by the smallest structure (x100) to get the percentage of 

aligned residues. These are only the transmembrane monomeric proteins (not the IM). See Appendix Table 8 for 

a complete list of protein details, including PDB IDs. 

Object 1 

 

Object 2 RMSD (Å) % Aligned Residues 

(smallest structure) 

Sequence identity 

CusC OprM 1.30 94.17% 45.54% 

CusC VceC 1.55 89.78% 27.91% 

VceC OprM 1.51 89.05% 27.05% 

OprM TolC 1.70 78.97% 21.01% 

VceC TolC 1.78 81.75% 20.54% 

CusC TolC 1.42 82.01% 17.09% 

Average 1.54 85.96% 26.52% 

    

Enzymes 

PDB currently holds three OM enzyme subfamilies with six solved structures (see Appendix 

Table 2 and Appendix Figure 3). These are the outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA), 

Lipid-A modifying enzyme (reducing endotoxicity) and omptins (inactivates host plasminogen) 

[4,5].   
 

Appendix Table 2: Enzymes. This table holds information from currently available OM enzyme structures derived 

from PDB (Protein Name, Subfamily, Function, PDB ID, Bacteriae and size). These six structures are visualized 

in Appendix Figure 3. 

Protein Name Protein Subfamily Enzymatic function PDB ID Bacteriae Size  
 

LpxR Lipid-A-modifying Deacylase 3FID Salmonella Typhimurium 12 

OMPLA OM phospholipase Phospholipase 1QD6 Escherichia coli 12 

OmpT Omptin Protease 1I78 Escherichia coli 10 
Pla Omptin Protease 2X55 Yersinia pestis 10 
PagL Lipid A modifying Deacylase 2ERV Pseudomonas aeruginosa 8 

PagP Lipid A modifying Transferase  3GP6 Escherichia coli 8 
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Appendix Figure 3: Enzymes. The PDB currently holds six bacterial outer membrane (OM) enzymes from three 

subfamilies; lipid A modifying enzymes (Panel A, D, and E), OMPLA (Panel B) and omptins (Panel C and F). See 

Appendix Table 8 for more information regarding these structures. All structures are shown from a side-view 

orientation. Theo omptins subfamily is also visualized with a top-view orientation as the active site is found inside 

the structure (see Panel C and F).  The structures are blue with residues important to enzyme activity highlighted; 

red represents the catalytic site, orange is important for substrate specificity, translocation, calcium binding, etc., 

and finally the yellow residues highlighted important residues with unknown functions detected through 

mutagenesis (OmpT have residues moderately affecting the enzyme activity). Panel D and E show monomeric 

enzyme with a tilted orientation found in PagL and PagP. PDB ID going left to right top to bottom: 3FID, 1QD6, 

1I78, 2ERV, 3GP6 and 2X55).  
 

Although both E. coli OMPLA and Salmonella Typhimurium LpxR are composed of 12 β-

stranded barrels, they vary greatly: only 44 residues could be structurally aligned with 1.91 Å 

RMSD and 6.82% sequence identity (using Mustang aligner; data not shown). The structural 

alignment between PagL and PagP yields quite different structure as shown in Appendix Figure 

4A. The alignment yields a 1.52 Å RMSD for the 56.67% aligned structure with 8.24% 

sequence identity (in total, 85 residues were aligned with a total sequence length is 150 and 

155, respectively). The 12-stranded LpxR was not compared to these eight stranded barrels (but 

OMPLA, see above). The omptin structures, OmpT and Pla, show the highest structure and 

sequence conservation among the enzyme structures with 1.08 Å RMSD over 256 aligned 

residues, see Appendix Figure 4B. The 53.91% sequence identity does indicate variations that 

could be related to niche specific adaptation. 
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Appendix Figure 4: LpxR and omptins. Panel A) PagL (blue) and PagP (purple) structurally aligned. B) The 

side and top-view (left to right) of the structural aligned omptins structures OmpT and Pla. See Appendix Table 8 

for PDB IDs. 
 

Transporters 

Transporters listed in Table 1 depict a vast variety of function and size. Bacteria have a wide 

range of different transporters and the number of different OMP transporters varies to withstand 

environmental conditions.  

3.1.1 Autotransporters 

Autotransporters vary in size, from 12 to 18 β-strands. EspP and Hbp (both isolated from E. 

coli) show the most similarity, while they have little in common with the larger AlgE 

autotransporter, see Appendix Table 3 and Appendix Figure 5. Hia (2GR8 from H. influenzae), 

EspP (2QOM from E. coli), EstA (3KVN from P. aeruginosa), Hbp (3AEH from E. coli), AlgE 

(3RBH from P. aeruginosa) and NalP (1UYN from N. meningitis) constitute the solved 

autotransporter structures in the PDB. In addition, the solved passenger domain of IscsA (3ML3 

from S. flexeri) was excluded from further analyzes since it lacks the β-barrel domain. Two 

recent structures were solved (TamA 4L00 and 2LME YadA are not included in these analyzes). 

Autotransporters from the same species might have specialized functions, like EstA and AlgE 

from P. aeruginosa, that are of different size and not very conserved (less than 10% sequence 

identity where less than 23% of structure could be aligned).  
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Appendix Table 3: Autotransporters. Mustang structure alignment results for autotransporters, using same 

parameters as described for Appendix Table 1. See Appendix Table 8 for a complete list of protein details, 

including PDB IDs. 
Object 1 Object 2 RMSD (Å) Aligned (%) Sequence identity (%) 

EspP Hbp 0.522 88.68% 65.53% 

Hia AlgE 1.384 26.50% 17.74% 

EspP NalP 1.664 72.83% 16.58% 

EstA NalP 1.532 87.00% 15.77% 

Hbp AlgE 2.111 3.88% 15.38% 

Hbp EstA 1.506 58.48% 14.81% 

Hia EspP 1.647 42.31% 12.12% 

Hia NalP 1.87 57.26% 11.94% 

Hbp NalP 1.669 59.86% 10.18% 

NalP AlgE 2.075 25.81% 9.72% 

EstA AlgE 1.693 22.74% 9.52% 

Hia Hbp 1.947 45.30% 9.43% 

Hia EstA 1.646 51.71% 9.09% 

EspP EstA 1.447 60.38% 7.50% 

EspP AlgE 1.403 29.81% 5.06% 
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Appendix Figure 5: Autotransporters. Top and side-view of all six autotransporters aligned using structure-based 

Mustang alignment (on all structures; panel A). Panel B-G shows the structures with the protein name listed below. 

See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 

 

3.1.2 Hydrophobic channels 

The LptD family transports lipopolysaccharide (LPS). The LPS is transported from the 

periplasm to the outer membrane by LptD transporters (often in complex with other proteins, 

including LptE) [6]. The three solved structures are found in Appendix Figure 6, and Appendix 

Table 4 lists the results from a conserved family (after Mustang alignment).  
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Appendix Figure 6: LptD-family of hydrophobic transporters. Top and side-view of all three autotransporters 

aligned using structure-based Mustang alignment (on all structures; panel A). Panel B-D shows the structures 

with the protein name listed below. See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 

 

Appendix Table 4: LptD-family of hydrophobic transporters. Mustang structure alignment results for LptD-

family of hydrophobic transporters, using same parameters as described for Appendix Table 1. See Appendix 

Table 8 for a complete list of protein details, including PDB IDs.  

Object 1 Object 2 RMSD (Å) Aligned (%) Sequence 
identity (%) 

SeLptD SfLpD 0.76 97.2 % 88.40 % 
SeLptD EcLptD 0.79 97.4 % 88.87 % 
SfLptD EcLptD 0.72 99.6 % 99.57 % 
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The solved structures for the FadL-family of hydrophobic transporters are aligned are shown in 

Appendix Figure 7 and Appendix Table 5.  

 

Appendix Figure 7: FadL hydrophobic transporters. Top and side-view of all four FadL-transporters aligned 

using structure-based Mustang alignment (on all structures; panel A). Panel B-E shows the structures with the 

protein name listed below. See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 
 

Appendix Table 5: FadL-family of hydrophobic channels. Mustang structure alignment results for the FadL-

family of hydrophobic transporters, using same parameters as described for Appendix Table 1. See Appendix 

Table 8 for a complete list of protein details, including PDB IDs. 

Object 1 Object 2 RMSD (Å) Aligned (%) Sequence 
identity (%) 

EcFadL TbuX 1,77 74.4 % 19.7 % 
EcFadL TodX 1,91 70.6 % 17.8 % 
EcFadL PaFadl 1,10 79.0 % 25.7 % 
TbuX TodX 1,37 88.7 % 52.6 % 
TodX PaFadl 1,82 69.6 % 24.2 % 

 

Appendix Table 5 show a diverse protein family with sequence identities ranging between 

~18% to ~53%. This is likely due to differ rent substrate specificities, and the FadL family can 

be further divided into subclasses based on substrate specificity; long-chain fatty acid (FadL) 

and hydrocarbons (TodX and Tbux).  
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The structural alignment between TbuX and TodX yields a more conserved alignment of 1.4 Å 

RMSD and 52.6% sequence identity when ~89% of the Tbux structure is aligned (which is 15 

residues shorter than TodX), as shown in Appendix Figure 8. 

 

Appendix Figure 8: Fatty acid transporters. The pairwise Mustang alignment of the 14- stranded TbuX (blue) 

and TodX (purple) with side-view (left) and top-view (right). See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 
 

The structural alignment between two non-FadL family members of hydrophobic channels, 

OmpW and OprG, have a slightly more conserved structure compared to that of TodX/Tbux. 

With a 1.09 Å RMSD with 52.35% sequence identity over 93.40% of the OmpW structure (the 

shortest sequence of the two) as shown in Appendix Figure 9 next to the Tsx nucleoside 

transporter. 
 

 

Appendix Figure 9: Hydrophobic transporters. Panel A) Tsx nucleoside transporter (12 stranded β-barrel). Panel 

B) The 8-stranded OmpW and OprG structurally aligned with Mustang aligner. See Appendix Table 8 for PDB 

IDs. 
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3.1.3 Siderophores 

The TonB-dependent structures consist of a 22 β-barrel structures. The structures contain plug 

domains essential for substrate transport. Since iron and heme are scarce they are difficult to 

obtain and the bacterium develops mechanisms to overcome these difficulties. TonB-dependent 

transporters contain plug domains that define their specificity.  The sequence identity of TonB-

dependent transporters showed yet another diverse protein family ranging from 8-38%. Over 

500 different siderophores have been identified [7], but the ten1 solved unique siderophore 

structures (Cir, BtuB, FauA, FecA, FepA, FhuA, FptA, FpvA, HasR, and ShuA) are shown in 

Appendix Figure 10 and pair-wise analyses results listed in Appendix Table 6. 
 

Appendix Table 6: Siderophores. Mustang structure alignment results for siderophores of hydrophobic 

transporters, using same parameters as described for Appendix Table 1. See Appendix Table 8 for a complete list 

of protein details, including PDB IDs. See Appendix Table 8 for a complete list of protein details, including PDB 

IDs. 

Object 1 Object 2 RMSD (Å) % Aligned protein Sequence identity (%) 

Cir BtuB 1.43 79.49% 26.71% 

Cir FauA 1.75 71.68% 17.32% 

Cir FecA 1.46 71.24% 21.36% 

Cir FepA 1.34 81.44% 37.78% 

Cir FhuA 1.75 70.90% 22.17% 

Cir FptA 1.74 70.57% 19.91% 

Cir FpvA 1.57 71.74% 22.14% 

Cir HasR 1.67 69.73% 20.38% 

Cir ShuA 1.71 79.10% 26.43% 

BtuB FauA 1.65 74.41% 18.29% 

BtuB FecA 1.69 76.04% 20.53% 

BtuB FepA 1.57 75.50% 22.84% 

BtuB FhuA 1.53 78.77% 21.66% 

BtuB FptA 1.54 77.13% 19.06% 

BtuB FpvA 1.55 80.22% 20.36% 

                                                      

1 There exist 16 solved structures today, but these analyses were carried out in 2015 
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BtuB HasR 1.66 72.60% 20.25% 

BtuB ShuA 1.54 78.40% 20.83% 

FauA FecA 1.77 70.98% 19.46% 

FauA FepA 1.91 65.21% 19.03% 

FauA FhuA 1.45 78.85% 23.73% 

FauA FptA 1.21 83.39% 37.32% 

FauA FpvA 1.26 85.66% 42.45% 

FauA HasR 1.73 68.01% 18.77% 

FauA ShuA 1.73 70.80% 18.77% 

FecA FepA 1.68 66.87% 19.00% 

FecA FhuA 1.65 72.62% 18.33% 

FepA FhuA 1.92 59.71% 17.73% 

FepA FptA 1.88 61.07% 19.00% 

FepA FpvA 1.82 61.91% 19.95% 

FepA HasR 1.68 63.09% 20.75% 

FepA ShuA 1.58 73.27% 19.78% 

FhuA FptA 1.49 78.63% 24.66% 

FhuA FpvA 1.50 72.70% 23.74% 

FhuA HasR 2.36 43.00% 17.11% 

FhuA ShuA 1.73 70.85% 19.09% 

FptA FpvA 1.31 88.55% 37.59% 

FptA HasR 1.74 64.43% 17.06% 

FptA ShuA 1.65 69.40% 17.87% 

FpvA HasR 1.71 56.71% 18.74% 

FpvA ShuA 1.61 71.50% 19.37% 

HasR ShuA 1.61 79.55% 27.53% 

Average 1.64 72.09% 22.31% 
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Appendix Figure 10: Siderophores. Structural alignment of the TonB-dependent transporters. Cir colored purple, 

BtuB colored blue, FauA colored turquoise, FecA colored light green, FepA colored yellow, FhuA colored orange, 

FptA colored red, FpvA colored dark pink, HasR colored light pink, and ShuA colored grey (PDB ID: 2HDI, 

2GUF, 3EFM, 1KMO, 1FEP, 1QFG, 1XKW, 2W16, 3CSC and 3FHH). 
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3.1.4 TpsB transporters 

TbpA has the POTRA domain, but is a transferrin receptor with the largest size and therefore 

not included in the alignment with the 16 β-barrel structures (see Appendix Figure 11). The 

structure alignments of those with the same size do show quite large differences (with an 

average of 2.29 Å RMSD with 18.63% sequence identity for the nearly 20% aligned structure; 

see Appendix Table 7 and Appendix Figure 12). Looking at the structures, the large 

discrepancies are likely due to the periplasmic and plug domain. 
 

 

Appendix Figure 11: Size differences in TpsB transporters. FhaC colored purple and TbpA colored red. This 

figure illustrates the size difference found in this subfamily of TpsB transporters. 
 

Appendix Table 7: TpsB transporters. Mustang structure alignment results for 16 β-stranded TpsB transporters, 

using same parameters as described for Appendix Table 1. See Appendix Table 8 for a complete list of protein 

details, including PDB IDs. 

Object 1 Object 2 RMSD (Å) Aligned (%) Sequence identity (%) 

FhaC NgBamA 1.86 22.09% 12.28% 

FhaC HdBamA 2.35 29.46% 19.08% 

NgBamA HdBamA 2.66 9.96% 24.53% 

Average 2.29 20.50% 18.63% 
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Appendix Figure 12: TpsB transporters. Structure alignment of the three 16 β-stranded TpsB transporters. FhaC 

colored purple, NgBamA colored blue and HdBamA colored green. See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 

 

Ushers 

The solved structures, FimD and PapC, are both isolated from E. coli. The overall structure is 

conserved, yet quite high sequence variation between the structures is observed. The structural 

alignment between PapC and FimD had 1.65 Å RMSD with 32.74% sequence identity 90,37% 

of the protein PapC aligned (see Appendix Figure 13). 

 

Appendix Figure 13: Ushers. Structure alignment of the Usher structures. These large 24 stranded barrels 

contain a plug domain in the core of the structure. See Appendix Table 8 for PDB IDs. 
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Adherence/Virulence Factors 

Many OMPs have virulence and adherence properties (as discussed above), but this family are 

usually rather small-sized with long loops needed to adherence properties. Despite the long 

loops found in OmpA, we included this protein in the porin subfamily due to recent discovery 

of pore activity (see porin section 3.2 for more details).  Intimin/invasin, Ail and PorB are found 

in this class, see Appendix Figure 14. The above structural alignment between Intimin and 

Invasin are very conserved (0.69 Å RMSD over 234 aligned residues with 51.28% sequence 

identity of the 96.3% aligned Invasin structure). 

 
Appendix Figure 14:The Adherence/virulence Factors. This subfamily includes from left to right: Ail colored 

red, Intimin colored purple, Invasin colored blue and PorB (PDB ID: 3QRA, 4EIT/4FEIS, and 3VY8). Intimin and 

Invasin are structural aligned using Mustang aligner. 
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4 Protein structure details 

Appendix Table 8: Structure details. This table holds structure information from all OMP used in this thesis. The 

structures highlighted in red was collected after the structure analyzes in 2016. Structures can be downloaded 

from the RCSB PDB website [www.rcsb.org]. 

Name OMP subfamily Bacteria  
(source organism) 

Size  
(# of β-
strands) 

PDB 
ID 

Resolution 
(Å) 

CusC Efflux pump Escherichia coli 12 4K7R 2.09 
TolC Efflux pump Escherichia coli 12 1EK9 2.10 
OprM Efflux pump Pseudomonas aeruginosa 12 3D5K 2.40 
VceC Efflux pump Vibrio Cholerae 12 1YC9 1.80 
OprN Efflux pumps Pseudomonas aeruginosa 4x3 5AZO 2.70 
CmeC Efflux pumps Campylobacter jejuni 4x3 4MT4 2.37 
PagP Enzyme Escherichia coli 8 3GP6 1.40 
PagL Enzyme Pseudomonas aeruginosa 8 2ERV 2.00 
OmpT Enzyme Escherichia coli 10 1I78 2.60 
Pla Enzyme Yersinia pestis 10 2X55 1.85 
OMPLA Enzyme Escherichia coli 12 1QD6 2.10 
LpxR Enzyme Salmonella typhimurium 12 3FID 1.90 

RPA1785 Other Rhodopseudomonas 
palustris 8 3C5O 2.20 

TtoA Other Thermus thermophilus 8 3DZM 2.80 

UPF0311 Other Clostridium 
acetobutylicum 10 3G7G 1.99 

OmpG Porin (Class 3) Escherichia coli 14 2IWV 2.3 

PflBenF Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas  
fluorescens pf-5 18 3JTY 2.58 

OccD1/OprD Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3SY7 2.15 
OccD2/OpdC Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3SY9 2.8 
OccD3/OpdC Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3SYB 2.7 
OccK1/OpdK Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3SYS 1.65 
OccK2/OprF Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3SZD 2.31 
OccK3/OpdK Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3SZV 1.45 
OccK4/OpdC Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3T0S 2.2 
OccK5/OpdK Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3T20 2.6 
OccK6/OpdC Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 3T24 2.4 
OccK7/OpdC Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 4FRT 3.17 
OccK8/OprE Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 4FRX 1.9 
OccK9/OprG Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 4FT6 2.6 
OccK10/OpdC Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 4FSO 2.75 
OccK11/OpdR Porin (Class 8) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 4FSP 2.32 
EcOmpA Porin (Class 1) Escherichia coli 8 1QJP 1.65 
KpOmpA Porin (Class 1) Klebsiella pneumoniae 8 2K0L NA 
KdgM Porin (Class 2) Dickeya dadantii 12 4FQE 1.93 
NanC Porin (Class 2) Escherichia coli 12 2WJR 1.8 
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Omp32 Porin (Class 4) Delftia acidovorans 16 2FGQ 1.45 
EcOmpC Porin (Class 4) Escherichia coli 16 2J1N 2.00 
EcOmpF Porin (Class 4) Escherichia coli 16 4GCS 1.87 
PhoE Porin (Class 4) Escherichia coli 16 1PHO 3.00 
OmpK36 Porin (Class 4) Klebsiella pneumoniae 16 1OSM 3.20 
Porin Porin (Class 4) Rhodobacter capsulatus 16 2POR 1.80 
StOmpC Porin (Class 4) Salmonella typhimurium 16 3UPG 3.20 
StOmpF Porin (Class 4) Salmonella typhimurium 16 3NSG 2.79 
OprB Porin (Class 5) Pseudomonas putida 16 4GF4 3.1 
OprP Porin (Class 6) Pseudomonas aeruginosa 16 2O4V 1.94 
EcMaltoporin Porin (Class7) Escherichia coli 18 1AF6 2.4 
StMaltoporin Porin (Class7) Salmonella typhimurium 18 2MPR 2.4 
ScrY Porin (Class7) Salmonella Typhimurium 18 1OH2 2.4 
CarO2 Porin Acinetobacter baumannii 8 4RLB 2.70 
OmpE36 Porin Enterobacter cloacae 14 5FVN 1.45 
CymA Porin Klebsiella oxytoca 14 4D51 2.30 
PgaA Secretin Porin Escherichia coli 16 4Y25 2.82 
OprO Porin Pseudomonas aeruginosa 16 4RJX 1.54 
OccAB1 Porin Acinetobacter baumannii 18 5DL5 2.05 
OccAB2 Porin Acinetobacter baumannii 18 5DL6 2.90 
OCCAB3 Porin Acinetobacter baumannii 18 5DL7 1.75 
OCCAB4 Porin Acinetobacter baumannii 18 5DL8 2.20 
CsgG Porin Escherichia coli 36 3X2R 2.90 
HpuA Siderophore Neisseria gonorrhoeae 8 5EE2 1.95 
AbPirA Siderophore Acinetobacter baumannii 22 5FR8 2.83 
ZnuD Siderophore Neisseria meningitidis 22 4RDR 2.47 

FusA Siderophore Pectobacterium 
atrosepticum 22 4ZGV 3.20 

PiuA Siderophore Pseudomonas aeruginosa 22 5FOK 1.90 
PirA Siderophore Pseudomonas aeruginosa 22 5FP2 2.97 
EcBamA TpsB transporter Escherichia coli 16 5LJO 4.90 
OmpW Transporter Escherichia coli 8 2F1V 2.70 
OprG Transporter Pseudomonas aeruginosa 8 2X27 2.40 
Hia Transporter Escherichia coli 12 2GR8 2.00 
EspP Transporter Escherichia coli 12 2QOM 2.66 
Hbp Transporter Escherichia coli 12 3AEH 2.00 
Tsx Transporter Escherichia coli 12 1TLY 3.01 
NalP Transporter Neisseria meningitidis 12 1UYN 2.60 
EstA Transporter Pseudomonas aeruginosa 12 3KVN 2.50 
EcFadL Transporter Escherichia coli 14 1T16 2.60 
PaFadL Transporter Pseudomonas aeruginosa 14 3DWO 2.20 
TodX Transporter Pseudomonas putida 14 3BS0 2.60 
TbuX Transporter Ralstonia pickettii 14 3BRY 3.20 
FhaC Transporter Bordetella pertussis 16 2QDZ 3.15 
HdBamA Transporter Haemophilus ducreyi 16 4K3C 2.91 
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NgBamA Transporter Neisseria gonorrhoeae 16 4K3B 3.20 
AlgE Transporter Pseudomonas aeruginosa 18 4AFK NA 
FauA Transporter Bordetella pertussis 22 3EFM 2.33 
Cir Transporter Escherichia coli 22 2HDI 2.50 
BtuB Transporter Escherichia coli 22 2GUF 1.95 
FecA Transporter Escherichia coli 22 1KMO 2.00 
FhuA Transporter Escherichia coli 22 1QFG 2.50 
FepA Transporter Escherichia coli 22 1FEP 2.40 
TbpA Transporter Neisseria meningitidis 22 3V8X 2.60 
FpvA Transporter Pseudomonas aeruginosa 22 2W16 2.71 
FptA Transporter Pseudomonas aeruginosa 22 1XKW 2.00 
HasR Transporter Serratia marcescens 22 3CSL 2.70 
ShuA Transporter Shigella dystentreiae 22 3FHH 2.60 
COG4313 Transporter Pseudomonas putida 12 4RL8 2.30 

SusC Transporter Bacteroides 
thetaiotaomicron 22 5FQ6 2.80 

FimD Usher Escherichia coli 24 3RFZ 2.80 
PapC Usher Escherichia coli 24 3FIP 3.15 
OmpX Virulence Factor Escherichia coli 8 1QJ8 1.90 
NspA Virulence Factor Neisseria meningitidis 8 1P4T 2.55 
Ail Virulence Factor Yersinia pestis 8 3QRA 1.80 
OpcA Virulence Factor Neisseria meningitidis 10 2VDF 1.95 
Invasin Virulence Factor Escherichia coli 12 4E1S 1.86 

Intimin Virulence Factor Yersinia 
pseudotuberculosis 12 4E1T 2.26 

Wzi Virulence Factor Escherichia coli 18 2YNK 2.64 

PorB Virulence Factor / 
Transporter Neisseria meningitidis 16 3VY8 2.30 

Opa60 Virulence/ 
Niche Factor Neisseria gonorrhoeae 8 2MAF NA 

Tp0751 Virulence/ 
Niche Factor Treponema pallidum 8 5JK2 2.15 

TamA Virulence/ 
Niche Factor Escherichia coli 16 4N74 2.90 
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